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CHAPTER

Introduction
Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over
time [?]. It involves the process of running a (computer) model of a real system to
study or conduct experiments to understand the model or its behavior, to evaluate
strategies for the operation of the system or to generate an artificial history, used to
draw conclusions about the real system.
The behavior of a system as it evolves over time is studied by developing a simulation model, which provides an approximation of the operation of a real-world
system. In general, this model consists of a set of assumptions concerning the operation of the system. These assumptions express the relationships between entities,
or objects of interest, of the system. However, the model developer must ensure
these assumptions do not invalidate the conclusions that result from experimentation through simulation. The simulation model must be validated for example by
comparing its outcome to results from real-world experimentation.
Although, mathematical solvers may be found for some models, the complexity
of real-world systems makes them non-trivial to be represented by such a model.
Numerical, computer-based simulation, in which the simulation model and interactions among entities in the simulated model are expressed in program code, can be
used to imitate the behavior of the system over time.
Compared to real experimentation, computer simulation has many advantages
[?, ?, ?]:
• New policies, operating procedures, decision rules, information flows, organizational procedures, hardware designs, physical layouts, transportation
systems, can be explored without disrupting ongoing operations, without
committing resources for their acquisition. There is limited cost involved
in setting up a wide range of experimental scenarios on virtually unlimited
scales.
• Hypotheses about how or why certain phenomena occur can be tested for
feasibility. Furthermore “What if?” questions can be answered, particularly for
the design of a new system or to explore the limitations of real-world systems
7
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
in extreme conditions. Doing this in real life may be dangerous, illegal or even
physically impossible.
• Insight can be obtained about the interaction of variables in the system and
their importance to the performance of the system. A simulation study can
help in understanding how the system operates rather than how it is perceived
to operate.
• The only requirement for doing computer-based experiments are compute
power and simulation software. Therefore simulated platforms for experimentation are readily available, even though in some cases the simulation
software needs to be extended or developed from scratch for the purposes of
the investigation.
• Time can be compressed or expanded allowing for a speedup or slowdown
of the phenomena under investigation. This makes it possible to simulate
weeks, months or even years in seconds of computer time, allowing significantly faster execution of an experiment compared to real-world experimentation. Advances in computer hardware and distributed computing further
strengthen this advantage.
• The deterministic nature of computer-based simulation and the absolute
control a researcher has over the simulated environment allow for exact replication of an experiment. The use of simulation toolkits standardizes the
experimental environment in which systems are evaluated and analyzed. This
standardization contributes to the possibilities for direct comparative analysis
of different systems based on standard metrics.

Although there are many advantages, simulation does not solve optimization problems as the simulation model is run rather than solved, given a particular set of
input and model characteristics. The process of changing these inputs and model
characteristics, resulting in a set of scenarios to be evaluated, remains the task of
the system designer or model developer. Disadvantages of computer simulation
are:
• The process of building a simulation model is a complex task that requires
special training and experience.
• It can be expensive and time consuming to build and maintain complex models.
• Simulation results may be difficult to interpret.
• Validation of the model is hard.
Computer simulation has been successfully applied in many disciplines [?, ?], namely
for research in
• Telecommunication, to evaluate network hardware, software, protocols and
services,
• Large scale distributed compute infrastructures, e.g. cloud infrastructure resource management,
• Logistics and transportation and distribution applications, for road and air
traffic simulations, supply chain and distribution management
• Environment modeling, e.g. ecological system, weather or climate modeling,
• Construction, engineering, business process modeling, project management,
health care, etc.

1.1. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
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Simulation models can be classified according to several categories. A model can
be deterministic, having a known set of inputs that result in a unique set of outputs, or
stochastic, having one or more random variables as inputs. A static model calculates
the changes of a system using a one-shot calculation. On the other hand, a dynamic
model represents the evolution as it changes over time. The representation of time
can be continuous or discrete, where the state variables change continuously over
time based on a numerical solution of a set of (differential) equations or at discrete
points in time respectively.
Simulation involves the generation of a continuous or discrete artificial timeline
of a deterministic or stochastic model of a dynamic system. This thesis concerns
discrete-event simulation models, where the simulator maintains a queue of events,
sorted by the simulated time they should occur. In general, a discrete-event simulation consists of entities, or objects of interest in the model, that have a set of
properties called attributes that describe them. There exist interactions called activities and events that occur between entities that cause them to change over time.
[?, ?] By executing the queued events in time order, new events are triggered as each
event is processed.
A number of approaches for structuring discrete-event simulations have been
proposed [?], among them are the event-based, activity-based [?] and process-based
[?] approaches. Each of these approaches embodies a different world view. An
event based simulation program consists of a set of events, each of which describes
operations that change the state of one or more entities. An activity-based model
concentrates on the interactions of various entities, rather than determining the
operations following a state change. An activity is a description of actions that will
be triggered by a state change of the system. The process-based approach attempts
to combine the features of an event and activity based approach. A process is a
sequence of operations through which an entity passes during its life within the
system.

1.1 Motivation and Problem description
In recent years, the rate of raw speed increase of individual computer processor
units has been decelerating. Increasing their performance has become harder to
do because of the physical limitations of the integrated circuits. First, the benefits
of higher clock frequencies decrease as the memory speeds are not increasing as
quickly as the logic speeds. Additionally, smaller and denser transistors, result in
longer interconnection wires which introduce path delays that cancel the clock
speed increase. Finally, the higher number of transistors packed together consume
more power and produce more heat, causing cooling difficulties [?]. Because of these
limitations, other techniques to create faster and more energy-efficient processors
have been implemented. These new developments have lead to the assembly of
multi-core processors, which are essentially multiple processors joined together in
a single processor socket and running in parallel. The change to parallel hardware
design also necessitates parallel design of the software. However, this conceptual
change to a parallel programming paradigm introduces new challenges and problems for software developers [?, ?, ?]. To allow full benefit from the continued
increase in computing power, application software must support a concurrent mode
of execution on multiple processor cores.

10
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A computer simulation is however hard to parallellize. In the case of discreteevent simulations, parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) can be realized by
partitioning the simulation domain and mapping the resulting partitions to different event cores. These cores then concurrently process events that occur in the
partitions. Parallel event processing introduces the need for algorithms that prevent
causality errors from occurring during the simulation’s execution. Causality errors
occur when an event core receives an out-of-order event e.g. an event occurring in
its past. A multitude of approaches to ensure global timestamp-ordered processing
in a PDES setting have been described in the literature [?]. One of these synchronization approaches is conservative time synchronization, where causality errors
are avoided by processing only safe events and relying on virtual time distances in
the model, known as look-ahead, to introduce concurrency.
Another aspect is that more complex and larger scale systems, require simulations with a large number of simulated entities and a high level of detail (e.g. cloud
computing platforms or peer-to-peer networks). Consequently, scalability in terms
of memory is an additional requirement for current simulation frameworks. At
the same time, computing power is aggregated in a networked environment using
grid computing, cloud computing or high performance cluster computing. This,
together with the appearing limitations of single machine execution, drives the demand for application execution in a distributed environment. The main challenges
for distributed simulation are the effective deployment of simulation entities among
simulator processes on different nodes and dealing with the additional protocol
overhead and latency caused by communicating over a network.
In addition, distributing the simulation model over multiple simulator processes,
possibly executing on separate machines opens more possibilities. Distributed execution of a simulation on a set of geographically distributed computers enables the
creation of virtual environments with participants located at different sites. It also
provides a way to integrate simulator implementations from different manufacturers
or build composed simulation models with enhanced functionality. The integration
of various heterogeneous models, e.g. infrastructure and weather models, will result
in faster analysis and more reliable predictions. Another potential benefit created
by the use of multiple processors is increased tolerance to failures. If one system,
executing part of the simulation goes down, it may be possible for another machine
to replace the failed system, enabling the simulation to continue despite the failure.

1.2 Objective, Research Questions and Contributions
The objective of this thesis is to investigate to what extent a conservative time synchronization approach for the implementation of parallel and distributed simulators
[?, ?, ?, ?], tailored to the execution on modern multi-core commodity hardware, can
result in satisfactory performance while minimizing the impact on the complexity
of simulation model development. This leads to the following research questions
and contributions:
• Is it possible to realize parallel performance gain (speedup) by implementing a parallel simulator core running on a modern multi-core hardware?
Our contribution is the design and development of a parallel simulator core
that uses conservative time synchronization based on an existing simulation

1.3. STRUCTURE
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framework tailored towards the simulation of resource management in distributed systems. Our implementation goes beyond the state of the art and it
proposes a hybrid synchronization protocol. A self-tuning version of this protocol is introduced to reduce the user intervention required to reach optimal
performance.
• What is the impact of key parallel discrete-event simulation characteristics
on performance?
Our contribution is an evaluation of the impact of various simulation model
parameters on the attainable speedup. The results of our performance evaluation give a clear insight in the impact of simulation model properties such as
event arrival rates, computational workload, remoteness of events, and lookahead size, on the speedup that can be achieved through parallel execution
under a conservative time synchronization protocol.
• Can a distributed execution of a simulation model increase scalability and
how does this impact performance compared to a pure parallel execution?
Our contributions are performance evaluations on a high performance cluster
and on a cloud infrastructure platform. These show the impact of model scale
and the used number of nodes on the execution time of a simulation. In
addition, we analyse the effectiveness of a several event core packing strategies, combining one or more parallel event cores per node in a distributed
simulation.
• What is the impact of a parallel and distributed execution on the development of a simulation model?
Our contribution is the design of a parallel and distributed simulation framework that uses modern programming techniques (e.g. Aspect Oriented Programming and continuations) and advanced Java language features (e.g. runtime bytecode generation and dynamic classloading) to support seamless and
transparent execution of existing simulation models. Through the use of a
services-oriented architecture, transparent entity proxies, an automatically
tuned synchronization protocol and a dynamic entity placement algorithm,
the additional model development and distributed deployment effort is minimal.
• How to define a static or dynamic mapping of simulation entities to simulator processes in a parallel or distributed setting ?
Our contribution is the implementation of migratable entities, by the use of
serializable coroutines, and the development of a strategy to automatically
perform entity migrations in order to optimize simulator runtime.

1.3 Structure
The text is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the key notions of simulation
and the existing simulation framework as a basis for our work In chapter 3, we introduce the design of our parallel and distributed simulator core built on top of this
framework. An initial performance evaluation of the parallel implementation determines the deciding performance factors in a simulation model. Chapter 4 presents
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and evaluates, using two application scenarios, a number of core optimizations to
support distributed execution. This includes a performance assessment of a hybrid
time synchronization protocol, and its adaptive variant, compared to traditional
protocols. In addition, the attainable speedup on a multi-core cluster is evaluated for
these two application scenarios executing an a purely parallel, distributed or hybrid
simulation core configuration. Chapter 5 evaluates the execution of the parallel
and distributed simulation core on an IaaS cloud infrastructure platform. Chapter
6 discusses the extension of the simulation framework and introduces a dynamic
placement algorithm based on entity interactions. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the
main conclusions of this dissertation and concludes with open research questions
and interesting future directions in chapter 8.

CHAPTER

GES Simulator
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the GES simulator, for historical reasons called the Grid Economics Simulator, that has originally been developed in support of research into
economic methods of resource management. GES is however capable of supporting
simulation models that consist of a potentially large set of communicating entities.
This chapter introduces GES as a basis for our further research into parallel and
distributed discrete event simulation in the next chapters. For a performance evaluation of GES, a detailed comparison with existing simulators and their capabilities
and domain support specific to grid economics, we refer to [?, ?].

2.2 Simulation Basics
This section gives a brief introduction concerning the terminology used in the field
of simulation [?, ?] and throughout this thesis. A simulation is a representation of
a physical system evolving over time. This physical system or physical process is
modeled by a logical process (LP). An LP consists of a number of virtual entities that
are completing tasks or procedures, and that interact with each other by exchanging
messages which are represented by events at the level of the LP. The state of these
entities changes over time, consequently causing an evolution in the system. The
process of these accumulated changes is driven by advancing the virtual time (VT)
in the simulation. The modeling of the time progression is either continuous or
discrete. Continuous time flow mechanisms represent the behavior of the system as
a set of functions of time. In a discrete time simulation, state changes can only occur
at certain discrete points in time. A discrete-event simulation advances simulation
time to the execution time of the succeeding action, also referred to as an event.
An event has an associated firetime, indicating the simulation time at which the
event will occur. The execution of an event may create new events and the complete
simulation finishes when all events have been processed. To summarize, a discreteevent simulation executes a sequence of events in time order and advances its time
according to the event firetimes.
13
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the architecture of GES

2.3 GES Overview
An overview of the GES architecture is given in the layer diagram of Figure 2.1.
The model components rely on the core layer to simulate actions. GES provides
both a discrete-time core and a discrete-event core. In the discrete-time core, time
advances in fixed steps and all actions within one step are considered to take place
within the timeframe governed by that step. In the discrete-event core, actions lead
to events which are associated with a specific firing time. The discrete-event core
advances the simulation time by firing individual events one after the other. Only
the discrete-event core will be discussed here (Sect. 2.4), as it is the basis for our
work in the following chapters.

2.3.1 Experiment Distribution
Simulations can be distributed over multiple processing nodes through the distribution layer. This layer interfaces with compute resources that host a Jini-enabled
compute service or clusters fronted by a Sun Grid Engine head node or a SSH setup.
Prior to our work, distribution is supported at a coarse granularity, viz. that of a full
simulation scenario. There are two key reasons why the distribution of simulations
over multiple nodes is useful. The first reason is that in every simulation, we have to
choose a seed for the random number generator that is used to initialize stochastic
variables. To obtain statistically meaningful results, it is necessary to perform the
same simulation a number of times with different seeds. The second reason is the
fundamental requirement to assess algorithms in a wide variety of settings, leading
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Figure 2.2: Screenshot of the GES graphical user interface

to a large number of simulations that need to be performed. Distribution enables
these to be executed concurrently.
Support for the distributed execution of the individual entities in the simulation
is developed through the implementation of a parallel and distributed discrete-event
core (Chapter 3), as an extension of the discrete-event core.

2.3.2 Graphical User Interface
The gui layer allows the user to create and run scenarios, and to monitor them
dynamically, i.e. while the simulation is in progress. A screenshot of the user interface is given in Figure 2.2. A persistency framework allows for storing both scenario
configurations and configurations of the UI layout. In addition, a user can take a
snapshot of the simulated environment and store this snapshot on disk. At a later
point in time, the snapshot can be reloaded to memory in order to continue the
simulation from a restore point. The snapshot mechanism serializes the simulator
state to disk through the use of Java object serialization [?]. As such, snapshots are
considered to be short-lived in the sense that they remain valid up to the point that
a change in a class file of the domain model, breaks the serialization format.
Aggregated metrics over simulation runs and over a selection of simulated entities (e.g. a collection of consumers) are supported in the form of means, variances,
standard deviations and box plots. After data collection and analysis, data can be
directly exported from the simulator’s UI to standard data formats such as csv or
graphical formats such as eps and png.
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2.4 Simulator Core
A discrete event simulator core, which runs the LP, contains a control loop that continuously executes events performing operations, in firetime order, on the entities
in the simulation. The main components of the discrete-event core are the clock,
keeping the virtual time value, and the event queue or event list (EVL), containing
Events in the order of their firetime. The event queue is implemented using the Sun
Java priority queue, which provides O(l og n) time insertions, linear time removal
and constant time retrieval. The control loop of the logical process running in the
EventCore pops the next event from the event queue for processing and then advances its time to the next event’s firetime. The execution of an event may result
in the creation of new events, which are again added to the event queue for later
execution. The use of a priority queue combined with the condition that newly
created events need to have a time stamp greater than or equal to the current virtual
time, ensures consistent execution of events in the right time order. The simulator
core continues executing events until the event queue becomes empty. A schematic
of this design is shown in Fig. 2.3. Note that, although rescheduling of events is supported, this thesis only considers events with a fixed firetime that does not change
after the event has been scheduled.

EventCore
VT

EVL

Events

Figure 2.3: Discrete Event Core Schematic

2.5 Entity Modeling & Communication
The discrete-event simulator core of GES allows to declare certain objects as entities,
representing real-world objects in the simulation [?] that are able to communicate
with other entities over a network link. Alternatively, a process is supported as
an active thread-like entity that interacts with other entities on its own initiative.
Processes are implemented using continuations from the JavaFlow library [?]. Continuations provide an alternative to threads for modelling concurrent behaviour of
entities in a simulation as lightweight structures that contain a stack and program
counter. As such, they allow for the simulation of concurrent processes in a single
system thread, and thereby give the programmer full control over the scheduling of
simulated processes.
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Figure 2.4: Event and Process states

Entities can be constructed in three ways: namely, by annotating the Java class
with @Entity, by implementing the EntityInterface or by extending a Process.
The first method creates only passive entities that can communicate with other
entities but do not act on their own. A Process is an active thread-like entity that
interacts with other entities on its own initiative. To the event core, a Process
is essentially an Event whose execution can be suspended and resumed. The
suspension of a Process causes the creation of a ResumeEvent that resumes the
Process again at a later time, effectively simulating thread behavior. Processes are
implemented using the JavaFlow library, that provides continuations [?].
Methods in entities can be tagged with a @ProcessMethod annotation, causing
the encapsulation of the method’s execution in a Process, which is scheduled as
an event and executed by the event core at a later time. This method encapsulation
into a Process is performed by using AspectJ code weaving [?, ?].
GES facilitates communication between simulation entities using an object
oriented RPC-style mechanism, akin to Java RMI. The simulator supports both
synchronous and asynchronous remote method calls. A synchronous method call
on another entity suspends the Process-context of the calling entity until the remote method returns, whereas an asynchronous method call is executed while the
calling Process continues execution. Remote entity methods are annotated with
@SynchronousNetworkMethod or @AsynchronousNetworkMethod. The network
calls are encapsulated into events, which are then rescheduled incorporating the
appropriate network delay according to the network model used.
The different states of Event and Process objects are listed in Figure 2.4. When
Events are created their state is instantiated. After scheduling, it changes to
scheduled. As long as events are not executed they can be unscheduled, becoming
instantiated once more. During the execution the event’s state is set to running,
followed by finished afterwards. A Process is actually an Event of which the
execution can suspend. Therefore it requires additional state information when it
is running. A process that is actively executing instructions is active. Otherwise
it can either be waiting or suspended. A waiting process can be resumed by
any ResumeEvent while a suspended one can only be resumed by a ResumeEvent
which has been registered with the process beforehand. Other events that arrive to
resume a suspended process will throw an exception.
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Listing 2.1: Synchronous Method Aspect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

p r i v i l e g e d aspect SynchronousNetworkMethodAspect extends EntityAspect {
Object around ( f i n a l E n t i t y I n t e r f a c e src , f i n a l E n t i t y I n t e r f a c e dst ) :
c a l l ( @SynchronousNetworkMethod ! void * . * ( . . ) ) && t h i s ( sr c )
&& t a r g e t ( dst ) {
IProcess proc = src . getCurrentProcess ( ) ;
PayloadEvent <PayloadEvent <Object >> call Ev ent =
new PayloadEvent <PayloadEvent <Object > >() {
public void run ( ) {
ResumeEvent<IProcess , Object > returnEvent =
new ResumeEvent<IProcess , Object >( proc , ResumeEvent . DELAY) {
public void run ( ) {
t h i s . getProcessToResume ( ) . resumeNow( t h i s ) ;
}
};
returnEvent . setPayload ( proceed ( src , dst ) ) ;
t h i s . setPayload ( returnEvent ) ;
send ( returnEvent , dst , s rc ) ;
}
};
send ( callEvent , src , dst ) ;
proc . suspendNow( ProcessState . suspended ) ;
return call Ev ent . getPayload ( ) . getPayload ( ) ;
}

2.5.1 Aspect Oriented Programming and Annotations
Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [?, ?] allows a software developer to provide
code for cross-cutting concerns through the definition of so-called aspects. Aspects
extend a language with three new features. A pointcut describes join points, which
are well defined points in the code or flow of execution where advice can be injected
or weaved in. The advice may be injected before, after or around a specific join
point. By means of inter-type declarations it is possible to augment classes with new
methods, data members or interfaces. The flexibility offered by tools such as AspectJ
in the definition of such pointcuts, allows for easy integration of a cross-cutting
concern in an existing codebase.
In this section, we will show how the combination of AOP and Java annotations
[?] has contributed to the clean programming model offered by GES. We will focus
on one of the cross-cutting aspects in our simulator, namely the introduction of a
network delay that needs to be introduced each time an entity invokes a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) on another entity. We will use the capabilities offered by the
AspectJ compiler for the application of the AOP paradigm. Annotations have been
added as a standard feature to the Java platform since version 1.5.0.
For a synchronous RPC in which the calling entity’s thread of control blocks until
the result is returned, we use the aspect given in Listing 2.1. This aspect rewrites
all calls to non-void methods that are tagged with the @SynchronousMethod annotation (line 3) to simulate both remote call and return delay. The call delay is
simulated by the callEvent created on line 8 and sent to the callee on line 23. The
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send call implementation which is delivered by the EntityAspect base class will
appeal to a singleton representing the network in order to compute the delay for the
transmission and schedule the delay in the core’s event queue. After the callEvent
is scheduled, the original Process is suspended on line 24. When the execution of
the callEvent is triggered by the event core, it invokes the target method by calling
AspectJ’s proceed() method on line 18, and the return value is set as payload of the
newly created returnEvent. The returnEvent is then sent back to the caller with
the appropriate delay. This returnEvent is responsible for resuming the original
Process, which will continue on line 25 returning the value of the called method
on line 26. AspectJ thus allows us to substantially alter method calls to the point of
encapsulating the call itself in a method of an anonymous inner class. This feature
is used in order to capture the call on a network entity and transfer its point of
execution to the run method of a GES event.
Listing 2.2: Provider class exposing a synchronous network method
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

@Entity
public c l a s s Provider {
@SynchronousNetworkMethod
public boolean scheduleJob ( Job j ) {
return t h i s . queueJob ( j ) ;
}
}

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

@Entity
public c l a s s User {
private boolean scheduleJob ( Job j ) {
Provider provRef = t h i s . getProviderForJob ( j ) ;
boolean success = provRef . scheduleJob ( j ) ;
return success ;
}
}

Listing 2.3: User class invoking the synchronous network method

The combination of annotations and AOP offers a clean solution to the integration of the delays that result from a RPC. As Listing 2.2 shows, the developer simply
annotates the provider’s method for accepting jobs in order to turn it into a network
method. Listing 2.3 shows the caller which invokes the scheduleJob method on a
Provider reference. A key advantage of our approach is that a developer can hold
on to an object-oriented paradigm with strong type checking. Without the use of
AOP and annotations this is impossible to achieve, as the execution of the target
method needs be extended to incorporate the necessary logic for e.g. blocking the
calling thread, computing the message delay and inserting the necessary events that
are tied to the message passing process in the event queue. Without the techniques
presented in this section, such logic can only be appealed to through a standardized
interface which is, by design, independent from the actual remote method being
called.
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This forces the user to fall back on a procedural style of coding, implementing
message passing and dispatch interfaces in each communicating entity. In effect,
the developer needs to tackle many of the issues that come up when implementing
RPC-like communication protocols. Therefore, more development effort is required,
code maintainability is reduced and the chances for coding errors are increased.
As can be observed from Listings 2.2 and 2.3, the use of annotations and AOP
shields the developer from this complexity and the resulting disadvantages. A key
advantage of annotations is that they allow the client developer to explicitly state
where an aspect from our library should be applied without relying on naming
conventions for pointcuts and without the user having to edit the aspect itself to
change the advice.

2.5.2 Continuations
Simulation of network entities involves a large number of individual entities that are
concurrently performing actions that change the state of the environment. This pervasive concurrency naturally leads to a design based on threads, as each simulated
entity is tied to one (or multiple) threads of control approach. Although threads are
a good way to develop systems with actual concurrent behavior, it is not necessary
to use real threads to simulate this concurrency. Indeed, the use of a massively
multithreaded model in many discrete event simulators is not motivated by the
need for concurrent execution of simulator code, but by the need for a programming
concept that allows one to model concurrency. More specifically, the developer
needs a mechanism to suspend the execution of a method when it needs to wait
for an external event. Such an external event originates from a concurrent flow of
control in the simulation.
The adoption of massive multithreading to achieve this goal has severe consequences. Firstly, if native threads are used, it results in limited scalability with
respect to the number of entities that can be modelled.
Secondly, as we have discussed previously, events in the event queue of a discreteevent simulator are strictly ordered on their firing time. As such, a discrete-event
core has enough information to determine the next piece of logic that must be
executed, with zero overhead. In a threaded model, the transfer of control to a
specific thread is managed by a thread scheduling component in the kernel that
cannot use this information. Therefore, the scheduler has a chance of activating the
wrong thread resulting in additional overhead and loss of performance.
Thirdly, the use of a threaded model in a simulation core complicates the programming model as it involves intricate logic to switch control between processes
through the use of e.g. mutexes and semaphores. This is a consequence of the fact
that control is not automatically returned to the discrete-event core when an entity’s
thread of control is blocked. In addition, the complexity inherent to developing
parallel programs in terms of process synchronization and race conditions is introduced in the code. This complexity is caused purely by the use of a threaded model,
and is therefore not inherent in the problem of simulating concurrent processes.
The last two points result from threads being a general tool for parallel programming. In particular, a threaded model fits well to the problem of programming
systems in which actions occur at undetermined times and concurrently running
processes need to be synchronized, or excluded from concurrent access to memory.
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Figure 2.5: Use of continuations

For a discrete-event simulation core to function properly however, code never needs
to be executed in parallel. The only requirement is the possibility for an executing
method body to be preempted and resumed later on.
Continuations provide exactly this capability, without inducing the overhead and
complexity that comes with a more general purpose threading model. A continuation represents the rest of a computation at a certain point in its execution. Basically
it is a control structure containing the stack and a program counter. All continuation
libraries work in a similar way and support three basic instructions as shown in
Figure 2.5. They allow a computation to be started with continuation support (point
1). This computation can then suspend (point 2), after which execution resumes
right after point 1. At a later time, the computation may be resumed (point 3).
The present implementation of the event core currently uses Javaflow [?] to
provide continuation support using bytecode transformations to store and restore
the stack’s contents and program counter. In chapter 6, we describe an additional
(optional) implementation for the continuation support in GES, based on coroutines
[?] as provided by the development version of the Da Vinci Machine Project [?] Java
virtual machine.

2.5.3 API
The most important methods and annotations of the GES discrete-event core API
that are oriented towards users, are listed in Table 2.1.
Name (Context)

Description

create(..) (EventSystem)

Creates the event system with a specific bootstrap Event.

start(..) (EventSystem)

Launches the simulation.

run() (Event, Process)

Used by the EventCore to execute
Events or start Processes when their
fire time or fire condition is met.

schedule(..) (Event, Process)

Schedules an Event or Process.
Events/Processes can be scheduled
without delay, with a specific delay,
with a specific execution time or with
a specific fire condition.
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Name (Context)

Description

unSchedule() (Event Process)

Removes the Event or Process from
the event engine’s event queue.

suspend(..) (Process)

Can be called from within the control
flow of a Process’s run method. It
suspends the execution of a process,
puts it in the waiting state, and returns control to the event engine. Processes can be suspended with or without a timeout. The suspend method
also returns the event responsible for
resuming the process.

resume(..) (Process)

Can be called by other Processes or
Events to resume a process (until it
is finished or suspends again). It can
be called with or without a reason (encoded as an integer) and payload. A
ResumeEvent will be created encapsulating the reason and payload.

delay(..) (Process)

Can be called from within the control
flow of a Process’s run method. It
delays the execution of a process for
or until a specific time and puts it in
the suspended state.

@Entity

Objects of this class are to be regarded
as entities.

@ProcessMethod

This method should be transformed
to a Process.

@AsynchronousMethodAspect

Calls to this method should be asynchronous with a specific call delay.

@SynchronousMethodAspect

Calls to this method should be synchronous with a specific call and return delay.

@AsynchronousNetworkMethodAspect

Calls to this method should be asynchronous with a call delay depending
on the network location of caller and
callee as well as network conditions.

@SynchronousNetworkMethodAspect

Calls to this method should be synchronous with a call and return delay
depending on the network location of
caller and callee as well as network
conditions.

Table 2.1: API features
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2.6 Network Simulation
A distributed system consists of multiple autonomous computers that communicate
through a computer network. Computer simulation of applications running on the
computers in a network requires modeling of the underlying network that connects
them.
Many dedicated network simulators have been developed in the network community. The most well-known network simulator is NS-2 [?], which supports a wide
range of network protocols and queueing models. It is currently followed up by
NS-3 [?], an open source project to develop an eventual NS-2 replacement. Other
examples are SSFNet [?], OPNET Modeler [?], GTNetS [?] and OMNeT++ [?]. All of
these tools are able to perform accurate packet-level simulation of the network. This
is because their target user base is focused on the evaluation of new algorithms that
operate on a level of abstraction which requires them to consider individual network
packets and network protocol stacks.
A large-scale network simulation can involve hundreds of data transfers of multiple gigabytes of data. In such settings, it is difficult for packet-level simulation to
offer the performance and scalability to efficiently simulate large scale distributed
systems. This is why more coarse-grained approaches have been developed that
employ flow-based models.

2.6.1 GES Network Model
GES supports constant delay network simulation as a native network model, that
considers the delay between two communicating simulation entities as a constant.
This approach is used in for example peer-to-peer simulators like PeerSim [?] in
order to run large-scale simulations of overlay networks with millions of nodes.

2.6.2 SimGrid Network Model
In order to support advanced flow-based network simulation models, existing components of the SimGrid project [?] are integrated into GES. SimGrid uses flow-based
analytical models for network simulation, which for example consider TCP flows
instead of individual packets.
The models developed in SimGrid have been validated with respect to the GTNeTS packet-level simulator. The results of that study show that SimGrid is able to
model end-to-end transmission times for network data flows with high accuracy
in cases of moderate congestion on the network [?]. In settings with high network
contention, or when flow transmission times are bounded by the latency of a link,
accuracy is significantly lower. This is partly because SimGrid models do not take
the effects of TCP slow start into account. When high accuracy is required in such
settings, SimGrid also supports the use of GTNeTS as a backend for simulating the
network. As reported by Fujiwara et al. [?], the SimGrid network models can deliver
significant gains in runtime performance compared to GTNeTS. Depending on the
amount of flows and data sizes, these can amount to many orders of magnitude.
The integration of SimGrid and GES requires both simulation cores to coexist,
whereas the state of the network is being managed by SimGrid components and the
state of other resources is managed within GES.
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2.6.3 SimGrid Dynamic Routing
In this section, we present a number of routing algorithms that calculate routing
paths in SimGrid dynamically at runtime. These algorithms reduce the amount
memory used by the routing infrastructure by substituting routing information
by additional computation time at the beginning or during the simulation run,
depending on the algorithm. These changes have been integrated into the SimGrid
source code repository and have been presented and evaluated in [?].
Table 2.2 contains formulas that approximate the routing tables’ memory usage
for the different algorithms, where n is the number of hosts, l the average number of
links in a path, m the average number of outgoing links per host, and c the number
of cached entries (the maximum is n).
Floyd’s Algorithm We have implemented, in SimGrid, the Floyd-Warshall [?] algorithm for finding the shortest path between two hosts in the network. It uses an
adjacency matrix that describes the network topology and it produces a predecessor
matrix that holds the destination hosts’ predecessor in the path between a pair
of hosts, and a cost matrix that contains the total cost of that path. The cost and
predecessor matrices are calculated before the start of the simulation itself. When
this procedure is completed, the list of links composing the route can be easily
constructed using the predecessor matrix.
The use of this algorithm results in a significant reduction in memory use. The
size of route information data now only depends on the number of hosts, as opposed
to the original algorithm where the length of the route path is an important factor.
This reduction comes at a cost however, as the algorithm requires more time to
initialize before the simulation starts. The route lookups during the simulation,
compared to the current SimGrid implementation, are only slightly slower. The time
and space complexity of the route initialization algorithm are now O(n 3 ) and O(n 2 )
respectively. The lookup of the route link list takes only O(l ) where l is the average
number of links in a routing path.
Dijkstra Shortest Path Algorithm A standard Dijkstra shortest path algorithm
[?] can be used from within the simulation itself, which eliminates the need for

Method

Mem. Usage Formula

Information stored in memory

Original

n 2 l × si ze pt r

list of (pointers to) links per host
pair

Floyd

n 2 × (si ze d oubl e + si ze i nt +
si ze pt r )

path cost, predecessor ID of path
and link-pointer per host pair

Dijkstra

n × (si ze pt r + si ze i nt ) + nm

host ID, adjacent host IDs and linkpointers

Dijkstra
w. cache

n × (si ze pt r + si ze i nt ) + nm
+ nc × si ze i nt

host ID, adjacent host IDs, linkpointers and cached predecessor
IDs of paths from source host

Table 2.2: Routing table memory usage approximation formula’s
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initialization of the routing table, and it will further reduce the memory footprint.
For the implementation of this algorithm we have used the C++ Boost Graph Library
(BGL) [?]. The algorithm produces a predecessor list for all routing paths starting
from one source host to every other host in the network, based on a adjacency list.
The reduction in memory usage is due to the use of an adjacency list instead of a
matrix to represent the network as a graph.
The Dijkstra shortest path algorithm yields a significant reduction of the memory
needed. The space complexity of this algorithm is O(nm), with m the average
number of outgoing links per host. This algorithm results in a linear instead of
quadratic increase in memory usage as a function of the number of hosts. The time
complexity in this case adds up to O(n l og n) for each route lookup.
Dijkstra With Caching The Dijkstra algorithm is a substantial improvement when
it comes to memory usage, but it has a large impact on runtime performance. To
improve this situation, we have used a cache for the calculated predecessor array.
All routes from one source host to all other hosts are cached at the first lookup of a
path from the source host. The space complexity then becomes O(nm + cn), with m
the average outgoing links and c the cache size. Time complexity is still O(n l og n)
for the first calculation of a route and O(l og c) for all succeeding route lookups from
the cache, where c is the size of the cache. A C++ Standard Template Library (STL)
map [?], is used for the cache. The effect of this cache on actual memory use and
runtime performance depends on the simulated scenario. We refer to [?] for details.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the GES simulator architecture and features with
regard to the simulation of large scale simulation models that for the simulation of
interacting entities communicating over a network.
A key challenge in the design of GES was the development of an efficient simulation core and a clean programming model. We have shown how the combination
of Aspect Oriented Programming and Java annotations contribute to this goal. An
alternative to a massive multithreaded approach to simulate concurrency which
impacts scalability, performance and complexity of the resulting code was presented
in the use of continuations which provide a minimally sufficient implementation
for programming a discrete-event core without incurring the overhead costs and
complexity related to a more general thread-based model.
In light of grids being large-scale networked systems, we described the integration of SimGrid as an advanced network model for GES. In support of simulating
large-scale systems with SimGrid, we have presented a number of routing algorithms
that reduce the amount of memory required for simulating the network.

CHAPTER

GES Parallellization &
Distribution
This chapter is based on “Design and Performance Evaluation of a Conservative Parallel Discrete Event Core for GES” [?] and “Distribution of
Parallel Discrete-Event Simulations in GES: Core Design and Optimizations” [?].

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we describe the design of a parallel discrete event simulation core for
GES. In addition, an initial performance evaluation of the parallel implementation
determines the deciding performance factors in a simulation model. Our goal is
to analyse to what extent an approach based on proven techniques and mechanisms for the implementation of parallel and distributed simulators [?, ?, ?, ?], can
result in satisfactory speedups on modern multi-core commodity hardware. In
this regard, the presented results are a valuable reference point for more optimized
implementations that are specifically tailored to multi-core and/or multi-processor
hardware.
In order to gain performance and increase model scale, parallelism is introduced
in the simulation execution and the model is distributed across multiple machines.
There are several options to achieve this in a discrete event simulation.
A first approach is to execute events that have the same firetime in multiple
threads of execution in parallel. This technique only requires one controlling LP
whereas these execution threads and the associated simulation entities can be
distributed across more than one physical machine. The level of parallelism then
depends heavily on the number of these simultaneous events that typically occur.
Accuracy may be sacrificed to improve parallel performance by reducing the virtual
clock resolution, thereby increasing the number of simultaneous events (Sect. 3.2.4).
In time parallel simulation, the simulation timeline is partitioned instead of the
state space. Separate intervals of the simulation timeline are executed in parallel.
The main issue with this approach is to match the boundaries of these separate
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intervals to re-assemble the whole simulation timeline, possibly requiring corrective computations afterwards [?]. If this technique is applicable, to the particular
simulation model, massive parallelism can be achieved [?].
Another method to introduce parallelism relies on the execution of multiple
synchronized simulation cores executing concurrently, each in a separate thread
and having its own local virtual time (LVT), and each running an LP. These different
threads interact by exchanging events. To ensure correct execution across event
cores running in parallel, these independent event cores synchronize their time,
using a time management infrastructure. Generally, time stamp order execution in
a simulation with a single logical process (LP) is ensured by the fact that an event
that is being processed can only spawn new events with a firetime that postdates
its own firetime. Extending the simulation to multiple LP’s must also ensure that all
events, including events from other LP’s, are processed in time order in each LP. If the
LP’s in all event cores comply with this condition, referred to as the local causality
constraint [?], the results from a single core simulation are the same as those from a
multi-core simulation. This issue is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The tank fires a missile

Figure 3.1: Example of a causality error
at a target while the observer watches. This results in a causality error if, from the
observer world view, the target has been destroyed before the missile was fired. To
realize correct event order, the use of a synchronization mechanism or protocol is
indispensable. There are two main groups of protocols that ensure time stamp order
execution: namely, conservative and optimistic time synchronization protocols
[?, ?]. An LP following the conservative synchronization protocol is allowed to only
process an event if it is guaranteed that no events with a smaller firetime can arrive
in the event queue. On the other hand, an optimistic synchronization protocol is
less restrictive and tolerates the occurrence of causality errors, possibly violating the
local causality constraint, but provides a roll-back mechanism to recover from these
errors. The achievable parallelism in case of optimistic synchronization protocols
may be higher because all event cores run independently, rolling back their state
if necessary. However, the roll-back mechanism requires the LP to keep previous
simulation states which has implications on performance and memory cost.
Our implementation follows the conservative time synchronization protocol.
As mentioned before, implementing a snapshot and roll-back mechanism in our
general purpose simulator is a complex task as the model state is difficult to determine because of the custom user application code. The choice of a conservative
time synchronization protocol implies the exploitation of look-ahead [?, ?] in the
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simulation model to introduce parallelism in the execution of the simulation. Note
that optimistic time synchronization also requires some level of look-ahead to be
available in the model to guarantee progress in a deterministic simulation execution [?]. The conservative protocol however, requires the exact look-ahead to be
known instead of only being inherently available in the model. The synchronization
protocol we apply is based on the conservative approach often referred to as the
Chandy-Misra-Bryant (CMB) protocol [?]. This protocol introduces the concept of
a lower bound time stamp (LBTS) as the minimum timestamp an individual event
core can safely advance to. Additionally, null-messages are broadcasted by an event
core to inform the other cores of its current LVT, to ensure correct LBTS calculation
avoiding dead-lock situations [?].

3.1.1 Related Work
Initial research on discrete event simulation dates back to the 1950s. Early work
on parallel and distributed simulation was driven by the development of the nullmessage protocol, also referred to as the CMB protocols by Chandy and Misra in
1978 [?], and independently by Bryant in 1977 [?]. In the years thereafter, many
additions and improvements to the original conservative protocol were designed.
Some optimizations to reduce the number of null-messages by sending them more
intelligently (e.g. on demand or delayed until some timeout occurs) were described
in [?]. Another extension is the carrier null-message protocol [?], handling the synchronization more effectively by propagating more information in the null-messages.
In contrast to the previous deadlock avoidance null-message algorithm, the deadlock detection and recovery algorithm [?] allows deadlocks to occur but provides
a mechanism to detect and recover from them. Global oriented time synchronization mechanisms, also became available, namely the the bounded lag algorithm
[?] or synchronous execution using synchronization barriers [?]. The conditional
event algorithm operates by determining conditional and definite events [?], therefore eliminating the need for null-messages, but requiring detailed dependency
information within the model.
The publication of the Time Warp protocol by Jefferson in 1985 [?], introducing
an optimistic synchronization protocol was another milestone in the history of
parallel and distributed simulation. This protocol introduces the notion of a rollback to provide proper synchronization across event cores, by reverting to a previous
state if a causality error occurs. Numerous extensions and improvements have been
developed since. For example, lazy cancellation reduces the number of roll-backs by
only cancelling events that do not have the same outcome and lazy re-evaluation
tries to keep as much state information as possible to allow a quick roll-back, at the
cost of a higher memory usage. Furthermore, additional techniques to efficiently
keep as much previous state information as possible with a minimal amount of
memory (e.g. Cancelback [?], artificial roll-back [?], etc.) were developed.
Most of the parallel and distributed simulation basics, conservative, optimistic
or hybrid approaches and optimization techniques are described in [?] and [?]. An
overview of common pitfalls in parallel and distributed simulation together with
suggestions on their avoidance are described in [?].
The research in parallel and distributed discrete event simulation was mainly
driven by the military and the gaming industry in the early years [?]. The defence
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community used large scale and distributed simulation for training purposes and
battlefield simulations, while the gaming industry was more interested in small
and high performance distributed simulation for games that are able to run on
personal computers. Today, discrete event simulation is also used in many other
disciplines. Example applications are: the simulation of economics, the simulation
of telecommunication networks, ecological systems and traffic systems, and the
development of digital logic circuits.

3.1.2 Time Management Infrastructure
The synchronization protocols we applied are based on the conservative approaches
often referred to as Chandy-Misra-Bryant (CMB) protocols [?]. These protocols
associate each outgoing event e with a send time T s (e) and a firetime T f (e). A
logical process (LP) contains an incoming message first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue
for each of the other logical processes, as depicted in Fig. 3.2. Events are sent with

Figure 3.2: One FIFO queue per incoming link in each LP
non-decreasing send time T s (e) to other LPs, which implies that the sequence of
events arriving in each input queue will also have a non-decreasing order of sent
timestamps T s (e). This mechanism requires reliable and ordered transport of events
between the LPs. Each input queue Q i has a timestamp field T (Q i ) associated with
it, containing the time T s (e) of the queue-front or of the last received message if the
queue is empty. Then, the LP interleaves the execution of events from its own queue
with those in the incoming message queues, always executing the event with the
smallest timestamp. All pending events can be processed until time mi n i (T (Q i )) + l
is reached, where l is the look-ahead. This is the lower bound on the time stamp
of any message the LP will later receive, also referred to as the lower bound time
stamp (LBTS). However, if one of the input queues in an LP becomes empty, the
LP must wait until new messages arrive in that queue. Events in other queues can
be processed up to the time of the previously processed event that originates from
the empty queue. This mechanism may result in a deadlock or memory overflow
in the system. The problem is that a cycle of logical processes blocked by an empty
queue can cause a deadlock situation, where the simulation cannot advance further,
although there are several events that still have to be processed. To avoid this
situation, an LP must receive updates on the LBTS of the simulation, so that it can
ensure no events before a certain time can arrive. The solution to this issue is the
concept of null-messages. These messages are empty events that carry only a T s (e)
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timestamp. The protocol sends null-messages each time an LP advances its LVT,
guaranteeing that the LBTS of the simulation is updated accordingly.

(a) A cycle of LPs causing a deadlock (From [?])

(b) Avoid deadlock with null-messages (From [?])

Figure 3.3a is an example of a deadlock situation. Each LP is waiting on the next
LP in a cycle and no LP can advance. The deadlock can be avoided by null-messages,
indicating a lower bound on the time stamp of future messages the LP could send,
as seen in Figure 3.3b. Assume LP3 is initially at time 5 and the delay between LPs is
3 units of simulation time. LP3 sends a null-message to LP2 with timestamp 8 and
LP2 sends a null-message to LP1 with timestamp 11. Consequently LP1 can now
process the next event with timestamp 7.
Other more optimized variants of this null-message protocol exist, which for
example incorporate a reduction of the amount of null messages by sending them
more intelligently [?]. In chapter 4 we compare several of these reduction algorithms
to the standard protocol.

3.1.3 Look-ahead
A discrete-event core running an LP processes both internal events, as well as external events originating from other cores, which may arrive in the event queue at
any time. If logical process LP a with LVT T a sends an event to logical process LP b
with LVT Tb , then the firetime of this event cannot be smaller than Tb . Because the
event is sent by LP a and received in LP b at the same virtual time, the local causality
constraint requires that T a must be equal to Tb , in which case only simultaneous
events are executed in parallel. Therefore, the concept of look-ahead is crucial for
conservative time synchronization protocols in order to introduce parallelism. Consider the example again where LP b receives an event from LP a , in other words, an
entity living in LP a sends a message to an entity residing in LP b . As a physical system
is being simulated, there is a delay inherent to the communication between these
entities. In practice, if LP b receives a message from LP a , and the communication
delay is d , the firetime time of this message in LP b will be at least T a +d . So that, LP b
is allowed to process events up to T a + d . In this case d is the so-called look-ahead
factor. In general, the minimum delay of a communication between entities can
be used as the look-ahead l , effectively meaning that the lowest and the highest
simulation time of a logical process in the simulation can differ at most by l time. In
general, a logical process LP i may process events with a firetime up to Ti + l . It is
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clear that the look-ahead value is intrinsically related to the details of the simulation
model.
In the context of this thesis, and for network simulations in general, the lookahead is determined by the transmission time of messages in a simulated network.
However, lookahead can be defined using other time deltas in a simulation model,
e.g. air plane travel times. We refer to [?] for more details.

Figure 3.3: Look-ahead explained
The behaviour of the parallel LPs is shown in Fig. 3.3. Considering the look-ahead
is equal to the minimum message delay d of a communication between entities. The
event at t 1 in LP b sends a message to LP a , arriving at t 4 with a delay of d . LP a can
already process the event at t 2 when LP b is still processing the event at t 1 , because
no event could arrive in LP a from LP b with a firetime smaller than t 4 . Likewise LP b
can process the event at t 4 when LP a is still processing t 2 .

3.2 Parallel and Distributed GES Implementation
In our simulator, an LP is implemented by an EventCore, containing a priority
queue as an EVL (Sect. 2.4). A standard priority queue from the Java collections
framework was used for the EVL implementation. The time management service is
provided by the PDESTimeManager present in each EventCore. The time manager
controls the time advances of the EventCore by keeping track of the LVT of the
other event cores. The communication system between event cores uses a channel
abstraction, in accordance to the input/output FIFO queue concept described in
Sect. 3.1.2. All EventCore’s have incoming and outgoing channel endpoints to each
other event core. The set-up and operation of these channels is managed by the
CoreCommunicationManager.
The PDESTimeManager hooks into the processing of the input and output channel endpoints in an event core and has an associated timestamp field for the last
received event time for each channel, similar to the T (Q i ) field described previously.
It also keeps track of the last outgoing timestamp T f (e) of an event for each outgoing
queue. The firetime T f (e) is calculated in the destination core, where the event
arrives, based on the current core’s time and the network delay determined by the
network model. Therefore an event object only contains the firetime, which we will
refer to as t i .
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The PDESTimeManager supports pluggable ProtocolHandlers, that can use
this information for the specific time synchronization protocol implementations
which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.4). Based on the T (Q i ) field, the
TimeManager performs an LBTS calculation. If the associated EventCore requests
to advance its LVT, the request is granted or not based on the LBTS. When the event
core is not allowed to advance the LVT and if there are no more events to process
in the EVL, a new event is pulled from all the input queues and inserted into the
EVL. This process is repeated until the event core can execute the pending events in
the EVL. If an event core is not allowed to advance and there are no more pending
incoming events, the event core enters a wait state until new events arrive at the
input channel endpoints. a detailed description of the event core control loop will
be discussed in the next section (Sect. 3.2.1).

Figure 3.4: Event Core Design
Fig. 3.4 displays a graphical representation of this system. The PDESTimeManager
on the right shows its input queues, containing events and possibly null-messages
with their firetimes t i , and the T (Q i ) field, linked to the input queue endpoints
Q i . The T (Q i ) field contains the firetime value of the last received event, used by
the PDESTimeManager to calculate the LBTS value. The EventCore depicted on
the left, contains the LVT clock and the event queue. Event processing may spawn
new internal or outgoing events, that are rescheduled locally or sent to other cores
respectively. The solid lines represent the flow of events, while the dashed lines
represent the interactions relevant to the time synchronization mechanism.
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3.2.1 Simulation Core Driver
The bootstrap phase of the simulator consists of three steps. First, during the initialization of the EventSystem, multiple EventCores are created. Then the simulation
user code creates entities which are associated with an event core. Finally, the
EventCores enter the start-up phase of their control loop, effectively starting the
simulation.
Parallel and distributed execution increases the complexity of the EventCore,
and requires a more advanced event core control loop. The simulator core now
consists of several program states:

Figure 3.5: EventCore state transition diagram

STARTUP The start-up of the simulator is synchronized across all event cores using
a (distributed) barrier. All cores have to enter this state before the simulation
starts.
TRY_EVENT This core state is a dispatch state. It will check the necessary conditions
and cause a transition to another state. First, the event core checks if the finish
condition is satisfied. The default finish condition is a virtual time limit,
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determining the simulation end time. Alternatively, a customized condition
can be specified by the simulation model code. In case the terms to finish the
simulation are fulfilled, the simulation models toggles a flag and consequently
the event core switches to the FINISHED state. Second, the cores switches to
the PAUSED state if an event or alternate code path sets the pause requested
flag. Finally, based on a new LBTS calculation, if the firetime of the next
scheduled event t next is set strictly before the LBTS (t next < LBTS), the core
jumps to the PROCESS_EVENT state to process the event. If no local event can
be processed until the LBTS is updated, the event core switches to the IDLE
state and waits for incoming events. In case of a non-deterministic execution,
the core can start processing the next event if the relaxed condition t next ≤
LBTS is fulfilled (Sect. 3.2.4).
PROCESS_EVENT In this state, the event core pops the next event from the event
queue, advances the LVT to the event’s firetime and starts processing it. The
execution of an event simulates state changes in the simulation model and
possibly generates new events. On event completion, control is returned to
the TRY_EVENT state.
PAUSED In this state the event core has entered a suspended state in which no
events will be executed but still incoming events from other cores are processed. The paused state can be initiated by setting a flag from a pause request
event or from an external source like the graphical user interface. In the
paused state, an external event filter is installed to resume the event core if
an incoming resume request event from another core is encountered or the
pause flag is toggled again. If this is the case, the event core resumes normal
operation and switches back to the TRY_EVENT state.
IDLE If this state is entered, the core has no more local events to process with a
firetime before the LBTS. If there are pending remote events, the event core
directly processes them and returns to the TRY_EVENT state. These newly
received events may cause an LBTS update that allows more events to be
processed. However, if there aren’t any remote events to receive, the event
core enters the WAITING_FOR_ADVANCE state.
WAITING_FOR_ADVANCE The event core thread enters a blocked wait state while
waiting for remote events to enter the core through the input channels. As
new events arrive, the core switches back to the TRY_EVENT state, since they
may have triggered an LBTS update that allows further event processing.
FINISHED The finished state ends the simulator core thread, hence finishing the
simulation.
A state diagram of the control process running in each EventCore is depicted in
Fig. 3.5.

3.2.2 Simulation Core Communication
For a distributed simulator setup, separate event cores running on different machines need to exchange events and time synchronization information. Therefore
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different types of communication channels exist to establish this interaction between
event cores. The communication channel represents a one way communication
link that the event core uses to send and receive events from other cores. There
is an implementation for these communication channels to connect local event
cores for the multi-core setting, using a local blocking queue, and one to connect
event cores on different hosts using Jini/RMI [?, ?] technology, currently developed
within the Apache River project [?]. A new type of internal control events, called
TimeEvents. These are sent in-band through the same channels used for sending
the other simulation events between event cores.

3.2.3 Entity Modeling & Communication with PDES
3.2.3.1 Entity Call-Mechanism
As indicated before, the thrust of GES is towards simulation of resource management in networked systems. GES contains some basic provisions related to the
communications of entities across that simulated network. GES facilitates communication between simulation entities using an object oriented RPC-style mechanism
akin to Java RMI. The simulator supports both synchronous and asynchronous remote method calls. The network calls are encapsulated into events, which are then
rescheduled incorporating the appropriate network delay according to the network
model used.
A graphical representation of this calling mechanism, for local single-core and
parallel multi-core execution, is shown in the top part of Fig. 3.6. In the picture, an
entity A calls an asynchronous network method on entity B, passing a reference
to itself as an argument. In case both entities are associated with the same event
core (e.g. Core 1), the call triggers the creation of an event encapsulating the real
function call on B. This event is then inserted into the EVL of the same event core
(Core 1), with a firetime that incorporates the network delay between the two entities.
At the event’s firetime, the event and consequently the encapsulated call on B is
executed. Alternatively, if the entities are associated with two different local event
cores, running on the same machine, a slightly different procedure occurs. The call
is also encapsulated in an event, but instead of being directly inserted into the EVL,
the event is sent through a channel to another (local) event core and subsequently
inserted into the EVL of the other event core.
In a distributed context, simulation entities are bound to a specific event core
when they are created, but live migration of entities during simulation execution is
also supported (Chap. 6). It is essential that entities in different cores can communicate using the same RPC-style mechanism. Therefore, calls to local and remote
entity methods must be handled transparently to the simulated application, whether
or not the simulation is run in a distributed fashion. Consequently an entity proxy is
required, that represents an entity residing in a remote core. The calling mechanism
for a distributed execution is depicted in the lower part of Fig. 3.6. As before, the
calls to annotated methods on entities are wrapped into events and sent in serialized form through a communication channel to the remote event core, where
they are executed at their pre-set firetime. If the simulated call is a synchronous
network call, a return value is sent back to the originating core, where the calling
process is then resumed, incorporating the correct simulated network delays. The
described calling mechanism combined with the use of these entity proxies enables
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Figure 3.6: Simulated Entity Method Calling Mechanism

transparent redirection of calls to a remote entity residing on another host. Remote
call-events contain a string-encoded representation of the called method signature,
including serialized arguments. On the remote side, the signature is decoded and the
corresponding method called using Java reflection on the real entity. This method
encapsulation into a executable simulator events is performed transparently for the
simulator using AspectJ code weaving [?, ?].
3.2.3.2 Entity Distribution
Entities can be made available remotely to other cores in two ways. They can be
explicitly exported and registered in the DistributionController (Sect. 3.2.5), so
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that they can be found using various search criteria, e.g. a name or an entity group
name. If an entity is exported, an entity proxy is automatically created and stored
by the global EntityManager in the distribution controller, allowing it to be found
by other cores. Alternatively, entities can be passed as an argument or return value
in a method call to a remote entity. The call redirection mechanism automatically
replaces the entity that leaves the local environment by its proxy. This procedure
allows the application to design its own entity lookup and discovery functionality
instead of using the available entity manager in the DistributionController.
3.2.3.3 Entity Proxies
The entity call mechanism wraps method calls to network methods into call-events
that are inserted in the EVL and executed in the event core at a later time. When
required, e.g. if an entity is exported to the entity registry or if an entity reference
is passed as a simulated remote call argument, a new proxy class is generated that
implements the same interface as the real entity. The implementation redirects
all method calls to the real entity if the proxy resides in the same core as the real
entity. The generated proxy classes are cached locally, so the proxy is only created
once for each entity class-type. In order to instantiate objects from these generated
proxy class-types remotely, the class-objects containing the generated bytecode
have to be available externally to other Java VMs. Therefore we implemented a
DistributedClassLoader and a RemoteClassRegistry. At the moment of proxyclass generation, the class bytecode, is registered in the remote class registry. Our
simulation runtime then installs the distributed classloader to transparently fetch
and load proxy classes that are not available locally.
3.2.3.4 Simulation Model Restrictions
The switch from a single threaded, single event core to multi-core parallel and/or
distributed execution, requires the simulation model code to comply with some
restrictions. A major concern in parallel programming in general and consequently
also in a parallel and distributed simulator is the use of global data structures.
In a purely parallel simulator execution, access to these data structures should
be serialized, which can be easily done with locking directives. However, there is a
more fundamental problem. Because of the possible time difference between the
event cores, a shared state cannot be used. If LP a updates the value of a shared data
structure, this change should become visible to other cores with a delay if their LVT
does not equal T a . In short, the use of globally shared data structures creates simulation state inconsistencies, and therefore should be avoided. Each entity should
rely on its own state information that is deduced from its own view on the simulated
system. Static immutable shared data is safe to use among entities in different local
parallel cores. However in a distributed setting, the only possibility to access globally
shared data structures is through replication or through the centralized controller.

3.2.4 Determinism & Simultaneous Events
In order to compare simulation runs meaningfully, e.g. for simulations that compare
how multiple algorithms respond to the same behaviour, it is essential to support
deterministic execution mode. The primary requirement to support this, consists of
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the availability of a so called user-consistent tie-breaking mechanism for simultaneous events [?]. In that case, simultaneous events are ordered according to a set
of user defined (or default) rules, guaranteeing a unique execution for a specific
model regardless of the simulation protocol used. It is proven [?] that an LP (event
core) can deterministically execute events and advance its LVT until it is less than
the calculated LBTS (LV T < LBT S). Alternatively, this constraint can be relaxed to
LV T ≤ LBT S in each LP, if determinism is not required and an arbitrary tie-breaking
mechanism can be used [?]. The user-defined ordering we choose in our implementation, orders events based on originating event core, with priority for core-local
events, and based on order of creation. Simulations can also be executed in nondeterministic mode if determinism is not desired, possibly improving performance
slightly.
Support for determinism however, has technical implications on other subsystems of the simulator too. Besides events, also entities have to be handled in a
deterministic manner. The entity manager (Sect. 3.2.3), used for entity registration
and lookup, contains collections of entities. The entity manager should return the
same results in equal order for identical simulation model executions. In case the
entity creation is distributed across multiple cores, barrier synchronized stages
may be required. Utility classes for distributed barriers are available in our codebase. Furthermore correct handling of randomness is a concern in this regard. Our
simulator has a RandomNumberManager that manages random number generators
(e.g. seed initializations) per event core, so that models can use stochastic variables
transparently and still run a deterministic simulation if required.

3.2.5 Distributed Deployment and Coordination
A sequence diagram picturing the deployment and launch of a distributed simulation is shown in Figure 3.7. The distributed execution of a simulation uses a
coordination service, called the DistributionController that coordinates the
simulator cores running on different machines. The simulation bootstrap process
consists of multiple stages, that are synchronized across all event cores. After launch,
all event cores use Jini lookup services to find the controller and each other. When
this discovery process is completed, the event cores register themselves with the
controller. A notification from a distributed barrier service in the controller triggers
the cores to enter the next start-up stage, namely the communication channel set-up
between cores. If the communication links are ready, the real simulation is started
and remote entities can be registered and looked up using the the EntityManager
in the DistributionController. The controller also provides services to support
distributed class loading of bytecode-generated entity proxies. In addition, it is
responsible for the monitoring and collection of runtime statistics (Sect. 3.2.6) These
statistics can be sent to the controller during the run or at the end of the simulation, where they are processed and written to disk, to a database or to the console
for further analysis. This information is useful for optimization and debugging of
the simulator code as well as application code. Finally, the controller takes care of
synchronizing the core shutdown procedure when the simulation ends successfully
or organizes a graceful shutdown if an error occurred in one of the event cores.
To support easy deployment in a distributed cluster environment, two Jini services, namely the DistributionService and DistributionServiceController
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Figure 3.7: Distributed Deployment
and a service client, the DistributionServiceClient are provided. Their respective tasks are outlined here:
DistributionService This is a service, assumed to run on a compute node (e.g. in
a cluster), to launch an EventSystem in a distributed simulation. The distribution service, registers with the DistributionServiceController and
is able to launch consecutive simulation runs, launched from the controller
using an altered configuration file based on the original simulation configuration.
DistributionServiceController This service acts as a resource manager or broker
between the simulation launch initiator and the DistributionServices,
running on several compute nodes. It receives a simulation configuration file,
including a service distribution policy that specifies how event cores should
be mapped to the services. On the arrival of a new simulation configuration
file from a client, it will be to a job queue until enough service nodes are
available to launch the simulation. If that is the case, an individual extended
configuration file is generated that includes specific launch information for
each service node included in the current simulation and based on the distribution policy. Subsequently, the DistributionServiceController creates
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a DistributionController for pending simulations, hence launching the
simulation. If a simulation is finished, this distribution service controller
will be notified and the used service nodes become available for the next
simulation.
DistributionServiceClient The distribution service client is available in two variants, namely a simple configuration submission client and an extended networked graphical client that displays the GES graphical user interface showing
live information about the simulation executed elsewhere in the network.

3.2.6 Monitoring, Visualisation and Interactivity
Both for a simulation model as well as for a simulator core developer it is essential to
get useful feedback from a running simulation. This concerns live feedback during
and at the end of the execution. An event core collects more than 50 event core
runtime parameters (e.g. event duration, core idle time, communication intensity,
etc.). A list of this parameters with their description is available in Appendix B.
These simulation core parameters as well as the metrics defined by the simulation
model can be observed and analysed through the graphical user interface of GES
(Sect. 2.3.2).
To support distributed execution, where the simulation model is partitioned over
multiple separate hardware nodes, we developed a remote graphical user interface
executed by the DistributionServiceClient. Consequently new scenarios can
be launched from the remote interface, and more importantly the aggregated metrics
can be displayed as before.
Additional control is added to the simulator through the use of Java runtime
management beans provided by the Java management extensions (JMX) [?]. These
provide a standardized interface to control and monitor our event core through
various JMX-compliant monitoring tools (e.g. the jconsole tool included in the
Java JDK). The controls include support to change the configuration at runtime,
control the execution (e.g. pause or finish). In addition, the previously introduced
simulation core parameters can be monitored through this interface. Simulation
model parameters can also be controlled at runtime through this interface through
one or more model specific bean classes.

3.2.7 Simulator Core Design
In Figure 3.8, the key components of our parallel and distributed extension for
the GES simulator are depicted and briefly described in Table 3.1. We focus on
components that are used in the parallel core. The GES simulator, including our
changes, consists of around 40.000 lines of Java code in total, of which the parallel
and distributed simulation part is approximately 16.000 lines.
Component

Description

EventCore

The EventCore implements the actual event core
loop and integrates with core components.
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Component

Description

EventSystem

The EventSystem is responsible for instantiation of local EventCores, the initialization of the
model and the simulation launch.

CoreCommunicationManager The communication manager, handles the communication between event cores, manages the
initialization of the channel endpoints and dispatches events to the correct core during the simulation run.
ChannelEndPoint,
JiniChannelEndPoint,
LocalChannelEndPoint

These are the endpoints of the channels that
handle the communication between event cores.
Two main implementations are available, a
JiniChannelEndPoint, which uses Jini/RMI to
transfer events between endpoints on different hardware nodes or in separate JVMs, and a
LocalChannelEndPoint that handles the communication between parallel core threads. These
endpoints provide asynchronous send support
with multiple message queues and processing
threads. Other subsystems can also hook into
these channel endpoints, for example to support
message-filters.

EntityManager,
CoreEntityManager,
CoreProcessManager

The global EntityManager, keeps track of all the
entities in an EventSystem, where as the CoreEntityManager does this for each EventCore. The
CoreProcessManager manages the active processes in an EventCore.

Continuation,
JavaflowContinuation,
ThreadContinuation,
CoroutineContunation

Various implementations for continuations, providing suspend and resume support for processes
(Sect 2.5.2).

Event, Process, ResumeEvent,
MethodCallEvent,
TimeEvent

These are selection of event types. Processes
provide active thread-like structures with suspended and resumed afterwards using a e.g. ResumeEvent. The MethodCallEvent represents
a set of events that perform the annotated
method-calls in the simulation model (Sect 2.5).
TimeEvents represent the internal control events
that concern the core time management (e.g.
NullMessageEvent (Sect. 3.1.2 and 4.4).
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Component

Description

TimeManager,
SingleCoreTimeManager,
PDESTimeManager,
ISPTimeManager

These TimeManager implementations manage
time advances of the event core. The SingleCoreTimeManager supports single event core execution as provided by the original GES simulator.
The PDESTimeManager provides an implementation supporting parallel and distributed execution and provides hooks to implement various time synchronization protocols through the
ProtocolHandler interface. The ISPTimeManager
uses an event trace from a previous run, generated by the ISPTracer to determine event core
time advances.

ProtocolHandler,
StandardProtocolHandler,
TimeoutProtocolHandler,
RequestProtocolHandler,
BlockingProtocolHandler

Various time synchronization protocols are implemented by subclasses of the ProtocolHandler interface. The StandardProtocolHandler provides support for the standard CMB null-message
protocol (Sect. 3.1.2. Other protocol variants, e.g.
are also implemented by their respective handler.
(Sect. 4.4).

LookaheadCalculator

The LookaheadCalculator is used by the time
management system in a distributed setting to
determine the LBTS (Sect. 3.1.2).

EventTracer, ISPTracer

The ISPTracer hooks into the event core and generates event traces to be used by the ISPTimeManager.

DistributedEntityManager,
RemoteEntityManager,
MarshalledEntityManager

The MarshalledEntityManager, integrated in the
DistributionController, holds serialized proxies
from exported entities that are exported by an
event core and is accessible through a Jini/RMI
remote interface for the DistributedEntityManager. This component provides an extension of
the normal EntityManager with support for the
lookup of these exported entities.

EntityProxyManager

This component manages entity proxies in an
EventSystem. Functionality is provided that creates and caches generated entity proxies if they
are requested by other components. e.g. when serializing entity references in a MethodCallEvent
(Sect. 3.2.3).
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Component

Description

EntityProxyFactory,
JavassistEntityProxyFactory,
ReflectionEntityProxy

These factories provide functionality to instantiate smart entity proxy objects that represent entities in a remote core. The reflection based proxy
factory, creates entity proxies based on Java dynamic proxy instances, whereas the Javassist factory generates classes using bytecode generation
facilities (Sect. 4.3.4).

DistributionController

The DistributionController is a centralized coordination service that coordinates a distributed
simulation (Sect. 3.2.5).

DistributionServiceController, These services provide functionality for easy deDistributionService,
ployment and execution of distributed simulaDistributionServiceClient
tions (Sect. 3.2.5).
EventSystemMonitor,
CoreStatistics,
EventSystemStatistics

The EventSystemMonitor provides live monitoring services for an EventSystem. The data
collection of monitor parameters (Appendix B)
from the EventCores and the EventSystem is performed at regular intervals and exported through
one or more MonitorOutput implementations.

MonitorOutput,
Logger/CSV/DatabaseMonitorOutput,
DistributedMonitorOutput,
DataSourceMonitoroutput

Multiple MonitorOutput implementations that
are able to export event core monitor parameters
in various ways. The LoggerMonitorOutput exports the monitor information through Loggers
provided by the Logback logging framework [?].
CSV and database output is also supported. The
DistributedMonitorOutput provides a monitor
that outputs to a remote client, e.g. the DistributionServiceClient. The DataSourceMonitoroutput is used to report to the graphical user interface.

MigrationMonitor,
ProtocolMonitor

The migration monitor controls the automatic
migration of entities (Chap. 6) and the ProtocolMonitor runs the self-tuning time sychronization
protocol (Chap. 4).

ManagementBean,
CoreMBean,
EventSystemMBean,
ConfigurationMBean

These are Java JMX management beans to monitor and control the EventCores and EventSystems
using a JMX client (Sect. 3.2.6).

DistributedClassLoader,
RemoteClassRegistry

Generated proxy classes are exported to the RemoteClassRegistry in the DistributionController
on creation. This allows the DistributedClassLoader, in another event core, to load the Java
classes and instantiate the proxy objects when
required (Sect. 3.2.3.3).
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Component

Description

DistributedBarrier

The DistributionController provides a barrier service to synchronize various phases during the
setup of a distributed simulation. This is process
uses a DistributedBarrier, which provides a distributed barrier primitive with a similar interface
as a Java CyclicBarrier.

Table 3.1: Parallel and distributed simulator core components

3.3 Performance Evaluation
This section presents a performance evaluation to investigate the potential of our
parallel multi-core discrete event system implementation using a standard CMB
conservative time synchronization protocol. We evaluate the impact of several event
core and simulation scenario parameters on the efficiency and performance of the
system using a synthetic test scenario.
The results are obtained by averaging the data of 5 runs on a Linux cluster. Each
cluster node consists of a dual socket motherboard containing two Intel Xeon 2 GHz
quad core CPUs and 16 GB of memory. Cluster nodes all run a 2.6 Linux kernel.
The tests were compiled and executed with the Sun Java 1.6.0.16 server JDK. In our
experiments, the relative standard deviation of the measured runtimes used in the
speedup calculations is in most cases below 1% and peaks at 3%. The relative wait
time measurements have a standard deviation less than 1%.
For a comprehensive evaluation using two concrete application scenarios, including the distributed execution and using different synchronization protocol
variants, we refer to chapter 4.
In order to quantify the impact of different scenario parameters on the parallel
performance of the event core, a synthetic test scenario was developed. This allows
us to easily configure all the involved parameters. The test scenario consists of
100 entities of type TestEntity, that have a main loop with a tunable number
of local and remote method calls. Local calls are @AsynchronousNetworkMethod
calls to entities living in the same event core and generate events local to the core.
Remote calls are @AsynchronousNetworkMethod calls to entities that reside in
another event core and involve sending a remote event to this core. Both types of
calls consist of two loops with a tunable number of iterations. One of these loops
performs memory allocations and the other one is used to simulate computation
time. The main loop of the TestEntity spawns events at a configurable rate using a
Poisson distribution. We examine the impact of the event arrival rate, the remoteness
of events, the look-ahead, the event execution time and the amount of memory
allocations on the achievable speedup, and on the amount of waiting time in the
event cores. The results give an indication of the CPU usage efficiency and the
overhead introduced by the multi-core discrete event simulation implementation
under varying simulation model parameters.
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Figure 3.8: Parallel and distributed simulator core components
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3.3.1 Event Rate
The first test analyses the impact of the number of generated events per virtual
time unit on the performance of the simulator. For this test we tune the local and
remote event rate of the Poisson process in our TestEntity. Generating events
with a Poisson distribution makes sure events are spawned at random times but
with an average rate over a longer time. This also ensures that the entities generate
events distributed evenly over time, but not all at the same time.
We ran the test scenario ranging both local and remote event rate from 1 event
per simulated second to 1 event per simulated millisecond (for each entity), while
keeping the other simulation model parameters in the test fixed. Note that the
TestEntity also runs a control loop that creates one resume event for each call
made. This is the case because after each call (local or remote), the control loop
Process suspends until the next time a method call is generated. There are 100 entities in the simulated scenario. The look-ahead is fixed to 100ms, which corresponds
to the network simulated delay of the remote calls. We configure the events to have
computational cost ranging from 0µs to 0.5ms, generated by a uniform random
number distribution.
Note that this computational cost, much like the event rate itself, is applicationdependent. The lack of statistical data in this matter, compels us to resort to a
distribution of computational times. In the simulation of market mechanisms for
resource allocation in grids for example, the majority of the computational cost of
the simulation is located in the bidding functions of the agents that participate in the
mechanism, and in the functions that clear the market. Although the formulation of
a bid can be done in a few microseconds, in the case of a simple English auction,
we have determined that a more involved Gjerstadt-Dickhaut [?] bidding strategy
in a continuous double auction setting, can easily lead to 50ms of computational
load per bid that is placed. Similar considerations apply to the market clearing
process. Whereas this cost is insignificant in case of an English auction, clearing a
combinatorial auction can take minutes if not hours, depending on the size of the
market and clearing algorithm used [?, ?].
Speedup Fig. 3.9 shows the test results indicating the impact of the event rate in
the simulator on the speedup. At high event rates, the type of event, whether local or
remote is not a determining factor for the speedup as there is only a small difference
between curves where local events are dominant and curves where remote events
dominate. The accumulated total event rate is the determining factor. With the 100
entities each spawning at least 100 events per second, or 1 event every 10 ms, the
speedup for 8 event core execution reaches at least 5. Considering an event rate of
1 event every ms, or 1000 events per second, the speedup reaches almost 7 on the
dual quad-core machine running 8 event cores in parallel. At an even higher event
rate (e.g. 2000 events per second) the speedup stays nearly the same. If the event
rate is to low, e.g. 2 events per s, the maximum attainable speedup drops to 2.3. This
is a consequence of the relatively higher time synchronization overhead in relation
to the event process time at lower event rates. At lower event rates, we also note that
the distribution of local versus remote events does have an impact on the speedup.
For example, in the run with 1 local and 10 remote events per second generated, the
attained speedup with 8 event cores is 3.3, whereas the setting with 10 remote and 1
local events is reaches a speedup of 4.
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Figure 3.9: Speedup in relation to the local event rate (l/s) and the remote event rate
(r/s)
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Figure 3.10: Event core waiting time in relation to the local event rate (l/s) and the
remote event rate (r/s)
Event Core States To analyse the event core state machine, we tested the amount
of time the simulator core spends in each state. The tests revealed that the majority
of time is spent in the PROCESS_EVENT and the WAITING_FOR_ADVANCE states
of the event core, while the time spent in the other states is mostly constant and
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relatively insignificant across all of our tests. We therefore focus on the impact of
the simulation model parameters on the percentage of execution time spent in the
WAITING_FOR_ADVANCE state. Fig. 3.10 shows this percentage for varying local
and remote event rates. If the rate of events is low (e.g. 2 events per s), the waiting
time increases significantly with the number of event cores. In that case, the number
of events in the system can’t keep the CPU cores busy all the time, resulting in more
waiting time for other cores, and a correspondingly higher time synchronization
overhead. Higher event rates result in lower event core wait times. Event rates higher
than 1000 events per second result in waiting times of about 5% for eight event cores,
whereas the lower rate of 2 events per second already extends to 40% wait time.
The increased wait time limits the useful CPU time and decreases the achievable
speedup of the system. At event rates above or higher than 100 events per second,
wait times are below 13% up to 8 event cores

3.3.2 Look-ahead
This section evaluates to what extent the value of the look-ahead influences the
performance of the simulator. We test the look-ahead for values of 1ms, 10ms, 50ms
and 100ms, and keep the other parameters the same as in the previous test. We run
this test also for different event rates, as this parameter changes the sensitivity of the
system to different look-ahead values. In the network we are simulating, all entities
have a fixed communication delay of 100ms.
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Figure 3.11: Speedup in relation to the look-ahead for different event rates (e/s)
Speedup Fig. 3.11 displays the impact on the speedup of the look-ahead parameter
for different event rates. The influence of the look-ahead is clearly visible in this
synthetic test, where a lower look-ahead results in a reduced speedup. The graphs
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show that the effects of the changing value for the look-ahead decrease with higher
event rates.
Event Core States A higher look-ahead results in a higher speedup, consequently
the event core waiting time decreases with a higher look-ahead. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3.12, where the event core wait time is shown for different look-ahead
values and several event rates. As expected, the benefit of a higher look-ahead parameter is much higher when the event rates are lower. The look-ahead allows for
higher virtual time differences between event cores, which is more important for
achieving a high speedup at lower event rates.
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Figure 3.12: Event core waiting times in relation to the look-ahead for different event
rates (e/s)

3.3.3 Event Execution Time
In this section, we look at the impact of the event execution time. To achieve
maximum speedup, we have to minimize the waiting time, by ensuring that all event
cores are busy processing events most of the time. Processing events that have a high
computational cost results in a better ratio of computation to communication in the
simulation, relatively reducing the overhead of the synchronization mechanism.
The following experiments evaluate these assumptions by running the simulation with varying computational load and execution time accordingly. An event
consists of a simple loop that is executed a variable number of times, resulting in
a change in length of the event execution time. The loop is executed as a result of
a local or remote call on an entity, but there are still other events (e.g. the resumeevents from the test driver Process, as described in Sect. 3.3). In this test, the event
rate is set fixed at 200e/s, but the same effects are visible for other event rates. We
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test various upper limits for the uniform random distribution that determines the
busy loop count, ranging from 0 to 750000 loop iterations, corresponding with a
computation time ranging from 0 to 750µs on our test hardware.
Speedup As shown in Fig. 3.13, longer events result in a higher speedup, whereas
the speedup drops significantly if the events are to short. The impact of the average
event execution time on the achieved speedup is most pronounced in the range of
10 µs to 500 µs. Below 10 µs the speedup remains constant, around 2.5, regardless of
the event execution time. Above 500 µs the maximum attainable speedup in this setting is reached around 6. In between those values, the speedup grows proportional
to the event execution time. This confirms our expectations. Maximizing computational time of event processing, increases on the attainable speedup until the
synchronization overhead becomes less significant compared to the computational
load.
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Figure 3.13: Speedup in relation to event duration

Event Core States The graph in Fig. 3.14 evaluates how the event core waiting
times relate to the execution time of an event. The overall impact of the event
execution time on the core waiting times is rather limited, but shorter events result
in a higher relative overhead of the time synchronization mechanism, the event core
state machine and more lock contention on the event queues. This explains how the
speedup varies proportional to the event execution times.

3.3.4 Memory Allocations
In this section, we analyse how the number of memory allocations performed during
the processing of each event influences the parallel performance of the system. The
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Figure 3.14: Event core waiting time in relation to the event duration

loop that simulates memory allocation time during the processing of each event
performs the allocation of a small string of 5 characters and an array of doubles
with size 10 for a configurable amount of iterations. The computational loop has a
cycle count that is given by a uniform random number between 0 and 250000.
Speedup As shown in graph Fig. 3.15, the behaviour of the event core is different
from previous tests. The graph illustrates that more allocations result in a lower
achieved speedup, which is an opposite effect compared to the event duration test,
where more computation time results in a higher speedup. The change in speedup
caused by additional memory allocations becomes more important at higher event
rates.
Some additional experiments were run in order to investigate this behavior. We
created a test code running a loop that calls a computationally intensive function
and a function allocating an array of 10 doubles. The loop runs a fixed number
of times distributed across a variable number of threads from 1 to 8. We then
compare the achieved speedup for different ratios of computation time versus
memory allocation time. The graph in Fig. 3.16 shows that the amount of memory
allocations in an application has a significant impact on the parallel performance.
If 3% of the runtime is spent on memory allocations, a much lower speedup can
already be observed. As the percentage of time spent on memory allocations reaches
100%, a speedup of two becomes unattainable irrespective of the number of cores
used.
An identical experiment in C++ shows a different picture with significantly lower
degradation of speedup under increasing intensity of memory allocation operations.
The C++ results are shown in Fig. 3.17. Our tests have indicated that the JVM’s
garbage collector is not responsible for the speedup loss, as the garbage collection
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Figure 3.15: Speedup in relation to the number of allocations per event for different
event rates (e/s)

runtimes are negligible in relation to the total application runtime. However high
allocation rates cause the garbage collector to add much more synchronization
points in the JVM. The time lost reaching these so called synchronization safepoints,
measured with Sun’s HotspotRuntimeMBean, can reach up to 50% of the application
runtime. The point at which these issues arise is dependant on the size of the
young generation part of the JVM heap [?], which can be set with the NewSize JVM
parameter.
Event Core States The graph shown in Fig. 3.18 depicts the time spent in the wait
state of the event core for different allocation amounts and event rates. The event
rate is a more important factor that determines the wait time. The number of
allocations has little effect on the waiting time. In case of a higher allocation rate,
the speedup loss is caused by the increased time spent in the JVM.
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Figure 3.16: Impact of Java memory allocation on speedup (for different allocation
time % per run, on a dual quad-core CPU)
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Figure 3.17: Impact of C++ memory allocation on speedup (for different allocation
time % per run, on a dual quad-core CPU)
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Figure 3.18: Event core waiting time in relation to number of allocations per event
for different event rates (e/s)

3.4 Conclusion
In order to address the challenges inherent to the simulation of large-scale systems,
simulators can be developed to execute discrete event simulations in a parallel
and distributed fashion. In this chapter we have put forward the application of a
conservative parallel and distributed discrete-event core design to the GES Simulator,
and we have gauged for performance characteristics of its implementation. The
performance evaluation shows the extent of the speedup of the simulation on a
multi-core architecture with a dual quad-core setup. The results of the synthetic
tests quantify the impact of various simulation model parameters on the speedup.
We show that high parallel performance can be attained with the proposed parallel
core, provided that a number of simulation model parameters reach adequate levels.
The key parameters in this regard are the lookahead used, the average execution
time of events and the event arrival rates.

CHAPTER

Synchronization Protocol
Optimization
This chapter is based on “Revisiting Conservative Time Synchronization
Protocols in Parallel and Distributed Simulation”. [?]

4.1 Introduction
Although the importance of efficient parallel and distributed simulation software is
ever increasing, the number of recent performance evaluation studies concerning
multi-core commodity hardware is limited. In addition, studies often omit details
about the specific synchronization protocol used or only compare to the standard
protocol as a baseline [?, ?]. The choice of a suboptimal synchronization protocol
may have a significant negative impact on simulator performance. Additionally, the
effect of this choice depends heavily on the simulation code and the execution environment. Therefore, synchronization protocol optimization is essential to achieve
satisfiable speedup in a parallel and distributed simulation. Our contributions in
this regard are:
• A detailed performance analysis of conventional conservative time protocol
optimizations on modern parallel and distributed hardware platforms
• A thorough analysis of a hybrid protocol that combines two traditional protocols and results in enhanced robustness and performance gains in a wider
range of simulation scenarios,
• A self-tuning version of this hybrid protocol that further improves robustness
with respect to varying simulation conditions and that eliminates the need for
manual configuration.

4.2 Evaluation Scenarios
Throughout this work various algorithms will be demonstrated using two scenarios.
The first is a simple closed queuing network (CQN) [?, ?, ?], the second simulates an
electronic auction for compute resources.
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The choice of these scenarios is driven by the lack of consensus on a standardized
benchmark application for parallel and distributed simulation. Historically, a closed
queuing network (CQN) scenario is often used for evaluation [?, ?, ?]. In general,
it is however difficult to compare parallel and distributed simulation performance
studies due to the omission of detailed scenario description and differences between
simulator concepts. The choice for the auction scenario originates from GES’s
history and our background in Grid Economics. Both scenarios exhibit very different
properties in terms of event activity distribution and entity interaction patterns,
which helps to illustrate the performance in varying application settings.

4.2.1 Closed Queueing Network Scenario (CQN)
A closed queuing network consists of several servers, where the flow of packets
is passed to other servers. It is a closed network because no packets arrive from
outside the network. The number of items present in the system is fixed. Our
scenario consists of 64 queues in each event core (Q1 to Q64), with 16 servers per
queue. Each queue is connected to a switch (S1 to S64) that randomly decides,
using a uniform distribution, which queue will be the next one a packet is sent to.
These queue destinations are chosen from all queues in the system, including those
that reside in other event cores. The simulated network interconnects between
the entities (queues, servers and switches) have a constant delay of 100µs. The
processing delay in the servers is kept constant at 10µs, while the processing delay
in the switches is distributed using a uniform random distribution ranging from 1
to 10µs. The CQN simulation runs for a fixed amount of simulated time (500ms).
In this scenario, we the change the size of the network with the number of cores
used, providing an evaluation based on weak scaling of the problem. For example, a
simulation with 3 event cores will have 3 switches connected to 3 × 64 queues, each
containing 16 servers. Initially, each switch inserts 10 packets into the system. The
queueing network structure across cores is depicted in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Closed Queueing Network
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4.2.2 Electronic Auction Scenario
To examine the behaviour with a totally different application scenario, we implemented a simulation of a distributed electronic auctioning system. In this environment, consumers bid for computational resources that are offered by providers
through English auctions. Providers, implemented as an AuctionProvider entity, launch an Auctioneer, managing the auction for the provider’s resources.
Consumers are represented as an AuctionConsumer entity, running an AuctionBiddingAgent for each auction they join. If an Auctioneer starts an auction, it is
advertised on the AuctionMarket, notifying the AuctionConsumers which launch
an AuctionBiddingAgent for the new auction if the consumer has more jobs to
run and has budget left to place bids. The AuctionBiddingAgents of multiple consumers then compete for the resource by bidding, given a starting price and limited
by the available budget. The AuctionConsumer starts one AuctionBiddingAgent
per auction and at most one per job left to run. In this test we simulate 2 markets
with 100 consumers and 10 providers per market in each event core. Each consumer
has 10 jobs to run and joins auctions until all of its jobs are finished. Additionally
we add a number of external consumers per core that connect in round-robin to
all markets distributed over all cores, to enable remote interactions into the simulation. The scenario also applies weak scaling, where the number of entities is scaled
with the number of active cores. In each core 30% of the consumers connect to an
external market in another core.
In this scenario we set the constant delay in the simulated network to 25 ms
and the job runtime to 60 seconds. A started auction launches with a uniformly
distributed random delay of 0 to 20 simulated seconds. This creates a scenario that
is less than ideal to execute in a distributed fashion, as the relatively low look-ahead
and relatively large periods of inactivity in the simulation of this scenario impede
a low degree of parallelism available in the scenario. During the run, the event
cores are inevitably waiting for each other to advance most of the time. As this is an
auction scenario where the consumers have a fixed amount of work to be done, the
level of activity constantly decreases during the run of the simulation when more
and more consumers finish their jobs.

4.3 Simulator Core Optimizations
In order to achieve acceptable performance in a distributed simulation setting,
apart from the time synchronization protocols that will be discussed in (Sect. 4.4),
a number of low-level simulator core optimizations are necessary. This section
motivates and describes these optimizations in detail. The previously introduced
(Sect. 4.2) scenarios are used to evaluate these optimizations executed.
In both scenarios the load is evenly distributed across all the event cores. These
experiments were performed on a heterogeneous cluster of 12 machines, called
Stewie, with 5 Dual Quad-Core AMD Opteron 2350 processors (2 Ghz) and 6 Dual
Quad-Core Intel Xeon L5335 processors (2 GHz) with at least 12 GB of memory. All
these machines are connected in a gigabit ethernet network. Cluster nodes all run a
2.6 Linux kernel. The tests were compiled and executed with Sun Java 1.6.0.16 Server
VM. The Java VM maximum heap memory was constrained to 11 GB to avoid disk
swapping.
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4.3.1 Remote Method Cache
A call between entities in two different cores on separate hosts triggers the creation
of an event with an encoded method signature that will be executed in the event
core of the destination entity. The decoding of these signatures requires the search
for a compatible method using reflection, incorporating method overloading and
argument type covariance. To avoid these costly lookups we added a method cache,
mapping the encoded signature to the right method when the method is called for
the first time, stored for subsequent lookups.
Runtime improvements up to 10 % were measured [?]. The advantage however
depends on the application scenario, more specifically the complexity of the entity
classes and the volume of remote entity calls within the scenario.
Cores

without cache

with cache

2

377 s

354 s

4

551 s

495 s

8

920 s

829 s

10

1.074 s

983 s

Table 4.1: Runtime for distributed execution with and without remote method
lookup cache for the auctioning scenario
For the CQN scenario, there is no difference in runtime whether the method
lookup cache is enabled or not. The reason for this is that the queuing network
classes only have a few methods, making the reflection based method lookups as
fast as the cached lookups. On the other hand, the results for the auction scenario
show a reduction in runtime of up to 10%, as illustrated by Tbl. 4.1.

4.3.2 Asynchronous Communication
The communication between event cores builds on remote communication facilities
provided by Jini/RMI (Sect. 3.2.2). Because Jini/RMI only supports a synchronous
calls, we implemented an asynchronous calling mechanism that uses a blocking
queue and an additional thread that empties the events from the queue and sends
them to the remote core, in order to improve channel throughput performance. This
technique yields a significant runtime improvement compared to the synchronous
mechanism. We measured a decrease in runtime of up to 65% in a specific 10 core
simulation. The gains, although in most cases significant, are proportional to the
amount of inter-core communication [?].
Fig. 4.2 and Tbl. 4.2 show the difference between the two methods. Asynchronous
sending results in a runtime improvement from 47% to 67% for the auction scenario
and from 13% up to 33% in the CQN scenario.

4.3.3 Null-Message Filtering
A technique called null-message filtering is applied to additionally reduce the number of null-messages required for synchronization [?, ?]. The algorithm tries to filter
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Figure 4.2: Runtime for distributed execution with synchronous vs. asynchronous
send method in the CQN scenario
Cores

Synchronous

Asynchronous

2

667 s

354 s

4

1.340 s

495 s

8

2.430 s

829 s

10

2.954 s

983 s

Table 4.2: Runtime for distributed execution with synchronous vs. asynchronous
send method in the auctioning scenario

redundant null-messages that are waiting in the send-queue of a core’s communication channel. A null-message is redundant and can be removed if it is directly
followed in the channel by another message, a null-message or a regular event, with
a higher or identical firetime. Note that redundant null-message filtering cannot be
used with the purely parallel simulator execution, because then there is no outgoing
message queue processing thread and events are inserted directly in the destination
input queue of the receiving event core. Consequently, the filtering cost is identical
to the processing cost of a null-message and therefore not beneficial.
In both application scenarios, less than 1% of the remaining null-messages is
actually filtered. In the CQN scenario this does not yield a measurable performance
improvement. Due to the properties of the auction scenario (e.g. a large amount
of idle time), the extra filtering does show a runtime improvement of up to 38% for
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Cores

without filter

with filter

2

376 s

354 s

4

546 s

495 s

8

1.260 s

829 s

10

1.585 s

983 s

Table 4.3: Runtime for distributed execution with and without redundant nullmessage filter in the auctioning scenario

a 10 core simulation as shown in Tbl. 4.3. The amount of runtime improvement
increases with the number of cores used for the simulation execution.

4.3.4 Entity Proxy Optimization
Initially, the proxy call mechanism was built using standard Java dynamic proxies
(java.lang.reflect.Proxy) [?]. A problem arises with this approach when a
proxy appears in the core where the real referred entity resides. This can for example
occur when the entity manager lookup mechanism is used to retrieve an entity
reference. In that case, a call on the proxy should be redirected and locally executed
on the real entity for optimal efficiency.
Using the standard Java dynamic proxies, this can be realized by installing a custom InvocationHandler that redirects all calls on the object to a handler method
that invokes the method on the real entity. As a reflection-based calling mechanism incurs an additional runtime cost, we use bytecode generation to improve
performance.
The proxies are created using the Java Programming Assistant (Javassist) bytecode manipulation framework [?]. In general, an improved function call performance of more than a factor of 10 can be attained compared to a reflection-based
invocation using the Javassist bytecode generated proxies [?]. These proxies are
also more efficient to transport over the network, as proxy instances are about 30%
smaller than regular reflection-based proxies.
In the queuing network simulation, the queues, switches and servers are connected at the beginning of the simulation. There is no communication of remote
entity references during the simulation run, which is exactly where this optimization has its effect. In the auction scenario, proxies do get transported and used for
call-backs during the simulation. In this scenario, the use of the optimized proxy
type yields a small runtime improvement due to reduced communication overhead.
The effects of the improved proxy call invocation performance is less noticeable due
to limited ratio of calls through local proxies. The results for the auction scenario
are presented in Tbl. 4.4 and show an improvement of up to 5%.

4.4 Time Synchronization Protocol Optimization
The standard null-message protocol for conservative time synchronization sends
a large amount of redundant null-messages [?, ?, ?, ?]. This is the case because an
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Cores

Java proxy

63

Javassist proxy

2

365 s

354 s

4

502 s

495 s

8

869 s

829 s

10

1.004 s

983 s

Table 4.4: Runtime for distributed execution using Javassist generated proxies and
standard Java dynamic proxies in the auctioning scenario
event core broadcasts null-messages to each other core when it advances the LVT
to avoid deadlock. In a local multi-core execution this is not a big issue because
only references to events are exchanged and the transport of events between cores
is a relatively cheap operation. In a distributed setting however, this becomes more
important as the overhead created by these messages is considerably higher. To
transport events to a remote event core, they have to be serialized, send over over
the network and go through a deserialization process at the remote end.
In the next subsections, we present and evaluate several synchronization protocol variants to enhance the performance in both parallel and distributed execution
mode. Additionally, we will try to extract an optimal synchronization protocol that
yields the overall shortest runtime for both scenarios in the majority of the configurations. The previously discussed optimizations (Sect. 4.3) are enabled when
possible in the experiments.
In the distributed scenario experiments, the relative standard deviation of the
measured runtimes, is 1% on average, with a maximum of 3%. The parallel execution
has slightly higher a relative standard deviation of 2% on average, peaks up to 5%
in the CQN scenario and up to 7% for the auction scenario executed with the less
efficient protocol configurations. The measured runtime is an average of at least 3
runs for each data point.

4.4.1 Ideal Simulation Protocol (ISP)
The Ideal Simulation Protocol (ISP), introduced in [?], uses information from a trace
of a previous simulation run to calculate the LBTS and determine if an event core can
safely advance. An execution with ISP is an ideal run without the synchronization
overhead, e.g. null-message sending or other synchronization communication.
With ISP we are able to compute the shortest possible execution time for a specific
simulation model and simulator core. It can be seen as an experimental analog of
critical path analysis. It allows us to analyse the parallel speedup exploited using
the simulation protocol separately from the parallelism inherent in the simulation
model. An execution with a real synchronization protocol can only achieve at most
the performance of an ISP run. If a higher performance level is desired, the model
properties (e.g. look-ahead, entity distribution, etc.) have to be altered to increase
the parallelism inherent in the scenario. In our evaluation, we use the ISP runs to
compare the performance of the tested protocols to the optimum provided by ISP.
Evidently, the ISP protocol is not useful to execute a simulation in practice, as it
requires a previously generated trace of an identical run.
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To implement the ISP protocol, an ISPTimemanager that acts as a replacement
for the default PDESTimeManager, was created. In order to execute the simulation using this protocol, a previous trace-generating run with a regular simulation
protocol is required. In that case, each event core generates a trace containing all
processed events received from remote event cores. In the replay phase, the trace is
used to determine which events have to be processed before time can progress. Naturally, the simulator and the simulation model code is required to run in deterministic
mode (Sect. 3.2.4).

4.4.2 Basic Synchronization Protocols
In an ideal conservative PDES simulation scenario, there is no need for an additional
synchronization protocol. All LP’s (or event cores) in the simulation are able to
calculate the LBTS using the simulation messages they receive. They can advance
virtual time seamlessly using this mechanism only. Because such scenarios are rare,
PDES simulator implementations have to resort to sending null-messages to make
sure no deadlock situations occur where LP’s are waiting for each other and the
simulation is unable to advance.
In the following sections we present a number of conventional conservative
time synchronization protocols. These protocols are based on the well known
CMB null-message protocols and use null-message reduction techniques to reduce
synchronization overhead. We will examine runtime in relation to the number of
cores in both parallel and distributed parallel scenario configurations. In all of these
experiments, the problem size scales with the number of cores. Consequently, the
optimal result is an equal runtime, regardless of the number of cores. However, even
with ISP the runtime increases with the number of cores, especially in the parallel
scenarios, but also in the distributed settings. This is due to overhead caused by
the changes of the problem size, e.g. network load, memory allocation rates, thread
synchronization. This indicates that some part of the increased runtime is not
caused by protocol overhead alone.
For both scenarios, runtime graphs for an increasing number of event cores will
be presented, in parallel (Fig. 4.5 and 4.3) as well as a distributed setting (Fig. 4.6
and 4.4), comparing the runtime performance of the different protocols. Additional graphs, categorizing the outgoing events generated by each event core in a
distributed setting will help to explain the behaviour of each protocol for both scenarios in more detail (Fig. 4.8 and 4.7). The counterpart graphs for parallel execution
mode were omitted because they generally show the same general trends.
4.4.2.1 Standard Protocol
We have implemented the principles of the standard Chandy-Misra-Bryant (CMB)
protocol [?] as described in Sect. 3.1.2. In our implementation, a broadcast of nullmessages is triggered when an event core advances its time. At that moment a
null-message with firetime LV T + l is generated and broadcasted to the other event
cores. The null-message will only be sent to a specific core if the firetime t i of
the last outgoing event is smaller than the firetime of the null-message about to
be sent, eliminating duplicate null-messages. In case of a distributed simulation,
the redundant null-message filtering technique is also applied, as described in
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Figure 4.4: Basic synchronization protocol runtime for a parallel auction scenario
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Figure 4.5: Basic synchronization protocol runtime for a distributed CQN scenario
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Figure 4.6: Basic synchronization protocol runtime for a parallel CQN scenario
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Figure 4.7: Outgoing event type distribution per core for a 10-core distributed auction scenario
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Figure 4.8: Outgoing event type distribution per core for a 10-core distributed CQN
scenario
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Sect. 4.3.3, hence even the runtime results of this standard protocol already benefit
from some optimization compared to the original CMB algorithm.
As seen from the graphs Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.4, the standard null-message protocol
is among the worst performers, in both the parallel and the distributed auction
scenarios. The main reason for this is that it essentially generates a very large number
of null-messages, creating significant extra processing as well as transportation
overhead. The distributed auction scenario comparison graph shows slightly better
performance, because many generated null-messages are filtered by the redundancy
checks. As seen in Fig. 4.7, about 40 % of the generated null-messages are redundant
in the 10-core setting. Redundant filtering is not available in the parallel execution.
With the CQN scenario (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6), the redundant null-message filtering
has less effect, with less than 20% filtered as shown in Fig. 4.8. In case of the CQN
scenario, less additional null-messages will be generated because the events are
much more evenly distributed over the virtual timeline due to the symmetric architecture of the queueing network, in contrast to the highly randomized auction
scenario behaviour. This effect diminishes with an increasing number of cores
and larger model scale. From 8 cores onwards, the standard protocol results in the
worst performance of all algorithms in the distributed setting and the second-worst
performer in the parallel execution setting.
4.4.2.2 Timeout-based Protocol
The first synchronization protocol variant reduces the number of null-messages
by only sending them after a certain timer was expired, and is therefore called the
timeout-based null-message protocol [?]. Null-messages are only needed when the
normal process of event communication is unable provide frequent time update
notifications between cores to advance them properly. A timer is introduced for
each outgoing communication channel, which is being reset every time an event
(also a non-null-message event) is transported through the channel. This method
effectively reduces the number of null-messages significantly while still providing
frequent time update notifications to remote event cores. The timer operates with a
µs-accuracy.
The main difficulty with a timeout based protocol is the choice of the specific
timeout value for each scenario and execution environment. Experiments were
conducted to discover a range of optimal timeout values suitable for each of our
evaluation scenarios in both parallel and distributed setting executed on the specified hardware platform. These experiments reveal how sensitive the runtime performance is to the choice of this timeout. Results are depicted in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10
for the auction scenario and Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 for the CQN scenario. The scenario
runtimes, for timeout values ranging from 10µs to 200ms, were evaluated.
In both the distributed (Fig. 4.9) and the parallel (Fig. 4.10) auction scenario
experiments, the runtime effects follow roughly the same general trend. For example,
in a distributed 8-core experiment, the runtime is stable up to a timeout of 1ms.
A slightly higher timeout results in an abrupt and steep increase in runtime. This
behaviour is also visible in the other curves, only shifting the point where the steep
slope starts to the left or to the right in case of a lower or higher number of cores
respectively. In the parallel 8-core setting, the runtime decreases first until 200µs,
then stabilizes and eventually starts increasing rapidly from 350µs. The curves for
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Figure 4.9: Runtime timeout sensitivity for a distributed auction scenario execution
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Figure 4.10: Runtime timeout sensitivity for a parallel auction scenario execution
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the other core-counts show a similar shape, although the point where the steep
slope starts differs again.
Generally, a higher number of cores in the simulation, executing a larger model,
increases the degree of event interleaving, which results in an improved ability to
advance the simulation using regular events, hence reducing the need for additional
null-messages generated by the timeout protocol. This explains the differences in
runtime because of the model scale.
In the distributed auction setting, an optimal timeout value can be chosen in
the range from 50µs to 300µs, as the runtime in that range is relatively stable. This
is however impossible to do for the parallel auction setting, where the timeout
optimum greatly depends on the scale of the model. The 2-core scenario requires a
timeout value around 50µ, whereas the 10-core scenario requires a timeout value
between 200µ and 400µ for the shortest runtime.
In terms of message-count, we observe (Fig. 4.7) a large amount of generated
null-messages, while about 20 % of them are filtered. The amount of null-messages
that is transported after filtering is comparable to the standard protocol, resulting in
similar runtime performance figures as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.11: Runtime timeout sensitivity for a distributed CQN scenario execution
In Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, the runtime sensitivity to the chosen timeout is shown
for the distributed and parallel CQN scenario respectively. The shape of the curve
in both the distributed and the parallel experiments is comparable. Below 5ms the
runtime is inversely proportionally to timeout value. Then the shortest runtimes are
reached if the timeout is chosen in the range from 10ms to 45ms. After that point,
from about 50ms, the runtime significantly increases with higher timeouts.
In the distributed CQN setting, in contrast to the auction scenario, the model
scale does not significantly impact the timeout sensitivity. However in the parallel
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Figure 4.12: Runtime timeout sensitivity for a parallel CQN scenario execution
setting, a smaller scale model shifts the position of the steep slope where the increase
in runtime starts slightly to the right. The higher runtimes with lower timeout values
are caused by an increased number of null-messages, resulting in more processing,
filtering and transport overhead. The runtime increase at the higher end of the
timeout range can be compared to the sudden and steep increase in runtime for
the auction scenario, caused by a lack of incoming events or null-messages to drive
the simulation at an optimal rate. The difference in the CQN scenario is however
that the runtime increase is less steep at the higher end of the timeout range. This
means that the CQN scenario is able to advance the simulation much better with
relatively few null-messages compared to the auction scenario. Despite that, it is
still necessary to add additional null-messages to reach an optimal performance
level.
In general, for this scenario, the timeout sweet-spot can be found in the range of
10ms to 45ms in all settings (Fig. 4.11 and 4.12). As shown in Fig. 4.8, the amount of
transported null-messages is among the least, while still providing a near ISP level
of runtime performance (Fig.4.5 and 4.6).
Based on the timeout sensitivity graphs, we conclude that it is not possible to
choose a timeout value that yields optimal performance for both simulation models,
because of the great difference in optimal timeout ranges, whereas the choice of
the optimal timeout value is essential to achieve good performance. The protocol
comparison graphs for the CQN-scenario (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6) show an excellent performance result, near the ISP-level, in contrast to the auction scenario runtimes
(Fig. 4.3 and 4.4) showing less optimal results. The use of the timeout protocol
does not necessary yield best performance, even if the best possible timeout value
is preconfigured. This protocol is useful to cover short fluctuations in the event
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communication between cores, but is unable to counteract the effects of larger
low-activity periods properly. Note that in the protocol comparison graphs (Fig. 4.5,
4.4, 4.5 and 4.6), only the performance measurements resulting from the optimal
timeout value are depicted.
4.4.2.3 Deadlock Avoidance Protocol
A second null-message reduction technique consists of only broadcasting nullmessages to all connected cores, when the event core is about to enter a blocked
wait state [?]. As described before (Sect. 3.2), this situation only occurs if there are no
more events to process in the cores’ EVL or waiting in the input channel endpoint
queues and if the core is not allowed to advance based on the current LBTS value.
This technique, generates a minimum amount of null-messages, only avoiding
deadlock situations where the simulation cannot advance without additional time
advance information. Therefore, we call this the deadlock avoidance or blocking
protocol.
In case of the auction scenario, this blocking protocol performs among the best
(Fig. 4.3 and 4.4). This can be explained by the fact that the blocking protocol is
able to quickly respond and counter longer periods of inactivity, while the auction
scenario itself is perfectly capable of advancing the simulation during the other
high-activity bursts. Note that due to the properties of the auction scenario, the
event core randomly oscillates between relatively short bursts of high-activity, e.g.
during bidding, and longer low-activity periods e.g. during job execution.
On the other hand, the CQN scenario does not perform well with the blocking
protocol (Fig. 4.3 and 4.6). In the small scale experiments it is even worse than
the standard protocol. The reason for this is that the CQN scenario consists of a
uniformly distributed amount of activity during the virtual timeline. In contrast to
the timeout protocol, where a steady rate of synchronization information is ensured,
counteracting fluctuations in the stream of events between cores, this protocol
delays the generation of null-messages until an event core is blocking completely. In
that case, multiple event cores will become blocked and it takes additional time to
recover from this situation, reducing the performance level significantly compared
to the timeout protocol.
In both scenarios, the blocking protocol sends the least amount of null-messages
of all examined protocols, as seen in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8. Despite that, it only results in
improved performance in case of the auction scenario, and has an opposite effect
in case of the CQN-scenario. In short, the deadlock avoidance protocol provides
covering of long term dynamic activity of event communication between cores,
while unable to quickly counteract short term fluctuations of event communication
rates.
4.4.2.4 On-demand Null-Message Sending
Another method to reduce the null-messaging overhead is to send null-messages
on-demand [?]. With this technique, an event core broadcasts a request for nullmessages to the other event cores when it is entering a blocked state, waiting for
events from other cores, and unable to advance. On arrival of such a null-message
request, an event core responds immediately, when the request is pulled from the
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input channel endpoint, by sending a null-message to the requesting core. This
causes a recalculation of the LBTS in the requesting core, allowing it to advance its
LVT. This technique is basically an extension of the deadlock avoidance strategy
because the requests are broadcast the same way the deadlock avoidance algorithm
broadcasts null-messages. The difference is that a waiting event core potentially
revives quicker because the other event cores respond more quickly to a request
for null-messages. The request-generated null-messages adhere to the same rules
as the standard sending technique by only sending relevant and non-redundant
null-messages. The request-events themselves however, can not be filtered for
redundancy.
The results concerning this protocol differ significantly between the parallel
and distributed setting in case of the auction scenario, as shown in Fig. 4.3 and
4.4. In the distributed setting, the request protocol is the poorest performer of
all protocols, even worse than the standard protocol. In contrast to the parallel
setting, where it is the best performer. As illustrated in Fig. 4.7, the total number
of time synchronization messages, both requests and responses, slightly exceeds
the standard protocol. Due to the network latency, the amount of requests that
results in a useful response is much smaller than the number of requests. Although
these requests are triggered at the same time as the null-messages in the blocking
protocol, the larger size and additional processing of the request-messages, results
in much more generated messages compared to the blocking protocol. In the
parallel setting the protocol is able to overcome the extra overhead caused by the
request processing and generation and yield the best performance of these basic
protocols. The significantly reduced latency and message passing cost in a parallel
setting, and the scenario inherent core idle time, the protocol is able to overcome
the extra overhead caused by the request processing and generation and yield the
best performance of these basic protocols.
The CQN-scenario gains some efficiency using on-demand null-messages, compared to the blocking protocol. As pictured in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6, performance lies
between pure blocking and timeout protocols. Due to the less frequent blocking
of the event core in this scenario, the limited amount of requests have a smaller
negative impact on performance while the response null-messages make up for
some of the short term fluctuations in simulation activity. These effects improve
performance compared to the pure blocking protocol. The CQN-scenario shows a
better ratio between requests and response messages, as shown in Fig. 4.8 compared
to the auction scenario. However the total amount of time messages is higher than
measured with the blocking protocol.

4.4.3 Advanced Synchronization Protocols
The previous section described various basic null-message reduction techniques to
limit the synchronization protocol overhead. The results indicate that the choice
of the optimal algorithm heavily depends on the executed scenario. Although the
performance of some of these basic techniques can be satisfiable, the user of a
simulation framework still has to manually configure the protocol for each experiment. Determining the optimal configuration is difficult and error-prone, as this
depends on a number factors: the hardware platform, the scale of the simulation,
the interactions patterns in the scenario and the entity distribution. In this section
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two additional protocols will be presented and evaluated, combining the properties
of the previous algorithms, with the goal to provide the best overall performance
level, regardless of the scale or configuration of the simulation model and execution
environment, while minimizing required user intervention.
4.4.3.1 Timeout Protocol with Deadlock Avoidance
As we concluded in previous Sect. 4.4.2, for distributed execution, the deadlock
avoidance (blocking) protocol has the most optimal performance in case of the electronic auction scenario, whereas the CQN scenario performs best with the timeout
based null-message reduction technique, given the right timeout. A combination
of both algorithms may perform well for both settings. The resulting combined
protocol will generate a steady rate of null-messages because of the timeout-based
sending, while the deadlock avoidance sending ensures quick recovery from lowactivity intervals during the run.
Other combinations make less sense. A combination of the deadlock avoidance and on-demand protocol would only result in an equal amount or even more
null-messages, because the requests are generated at the same time the blocking
messages would be generated. Most of these regular null-messages will then be
filtered due to redundancy, still generating at least as much requests as in the pure
on-demand protocol. Furthermore, a combination of the on-demand and the timeout based protocol would perform worse or equal to the request protocol on its own
for the same reason.
Note that in the parallel auction setting, the on-demand protocol is slightly
faster than the basic blocking protocol and the newly introduced combined method.
However, the on-demand algorithm has significant negative effects on runtime in the
other settings. As mentioned before, the reason this on-demand algorithm performs
better in this parallel auction scenario is caused by the worst-case properties of the
auction scenario creating large amounts of idle time that diminish the effect of the
extra overhead created by the request processing.
Given this combination, it is of course still necessary to choose an optimal
timeout value. Therefore we performed experiments to determine the best timeout
range for both our evaluation scenarios. The graphs of Fig. 4.13 and 4.14, illustrate
the runtime timeout sensitivity for different simulation model scales in a distributed
setting for the combined protocol. The graphs for the parallel setting were omitted
because they show similar behaviour.
Fig. 4.13 shows that for the combined protocol a timeout value starting from
10ms and above, has very limited or no influence on the runtime performance in
case of the auction scenario. This is consistent with the fact that the blocking protocol has the greatest impact on performance within this scenario and the amount of
generated null-messages is nearly identical to the message count of the blocking
protocol (Fig. 4.7).
On the other hand, the CQN scenario shows a different curve (Fig. 4.14). Compared to the previous sensitivity graph (Fig. 4.11), the curve is flattened but still
shows the same trends and an identical optimum range from about 10ms up to
45ms. Above 45ms, the runtime slowly converges to a runtime comparable with
the blocking only protocol. A steep increase in runtime is observed for timeouts
below 10ms, emphasizing the need to correctly tune the timeout value. The amount
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Figure 4.13: Runtime timeout sensitivity for a distributed auction scenario execution
using a hybrid protocol
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of generated null-messages is slightly higher compared to the pure timeout-based
protocol, as shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.15: Advanced synchronization protocol runtimes for a distributed auction
scenario
Based on the timeout sensitivity experiments, a timeout value of about 20ms,
results in good performance for both scenarios as seen in the protocol comparison
graphs for the distributed (Fig. 4.15 and 4.17) and parallel (Fig. 4.16 and 4.18) settings. These graphs also show runtime results for the standard CMB protocol and
ISP protocols, as well as the best basic protocol for each scenario in both parallel
and distributed execution mode. The other basic protocols were omitted to avoid
cluttering the graph, but they can be directly compared to the basic protocol graphs
(Fig. 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6).
For the distributed 10-core CQN-scenario, the runtime is 46% shorter compared
to the standard protocol and only 2% slower than the pure timeout-based protocol
which was optimal for this setting. In case of the parallel 8-core CQN-scenario, a
16% shorter runtime is achieved, compared to the standard protocol and 2% slower
than the pure timeout-based protocol. The distributed 10-core auction scenario
executes in a 23% shorter runtime compared to the standard protocol and less than
1% slowdown compared to the scenario-optimal blocking protocol. The 8-core
parallel auction scenario shows a 56% shorter runtime compared to the standard
protocol, and a 6% slowdown compared to the on-demand protocol that is optimal
in this setting.
The efficiency of the distributed CQN-scenario execution, based on the ISPruntime, is only reduced by 5% when comparing the 2-core and the 10-core setting.
The runtime only increases marginally while the problem scales with a factor 5, due
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Figure 4.16: Advanced synchronization protocol runtimes for a parallel auction
scenario
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Figure 4.18: Advanced synchronization protocol runtimes for a parallel CQN scenario

to weak-scaling. Scaling the distributed auction scenario identically drops efficiency
by 23%. The scaling properties of the parallel execution of both models is worse for
both scenarios in terms of speedup. The parallel CQN-scenario loses 8% efficiency,
whereas the parallel auction scenario is 26% less efficient, going from 2-cores to
8-cores and increasing the model scale by a factor 4. The larger efficiency drop in the
auction scenario, compared to the CQN-scenario is caused by worst-case properties
of this simulation model.
In summary, given the right timeout value is chosen, this combination of a
timeout-based protocol with a deadlock avoidance strategy proves to result in a
performance level near the best basic protocol for both our evaluation scenarios.
4.4.3.2 Adaptive Timeout-based Protocol with Deadlock Avoidance
Although the combination of the timeout and the deadlock avoidance algorithms
shows good results in our experimental settings, with both the CQN and the auction
scenario, the range of optimal timeout values may depend on both the evaluated
simulation scenarios and the hardware platform. To overcome the limitation of
having to choose a timeout value for each execution setting we introduce an adaptive
algorithm that automatically configures the previously described hybrid timeoutbased deadlock avoidance protocol, thereby maximizing the useful event throughput
and thus minimizing protocol overhead. By only accounting for the throughput of
useful events, excluding protocol specific events (e.g. null-messages), this algorithm
searches for the optimum balance between null-message generation and processing
overhead and used network-bandwidth.
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Algorithm The technique consists of a centralized two phase algorithm executed
in the DistributionController. Pseudo-code is show in Algorithm 1. After an
initial startup delay, the algorithm enters the first phase, namely the discovery phase.
In this stage an initial timeout is discovered by recursively subdividing an interval
of timeout values into smaller pieces until the resulting interval is small enough to
start the second adjustment phase.
The initial interval was chosen as a range between 1ms and 200ms (upper Li mi t
and l ower Li mi t respectively) as a reasonably large range for current platforms,
resulting in a minimal generated null-message rate of 5 events per second at the
200ms boundary. In each iteration, first three values are chosen in the interval
following a power law, where the difference between each consecutive value grows
exponentially. The reason for this is that the effect of identical change in timeout
becomes smaller with higher timeouts, so that the larger the timeout value is, the
larger the change in timeout has to be to observe an effect. Then, the algorithm
measures which of these three values yields the highest useful event throughput. If
the best timeout value is determined, new interval boundaries are obtained using
the upper and lower neighbouring values out of the three calculated values and the
previous interval boundaries. This sequence continues until the size of the new
interval is smaller than 20 % of the current optimal timeout value.
Consequently the adjustment phase of the algorithm is entered, from which
point on generally small adjustments to the previously discovered timeout will be
made to keep the performance at an optimal level, incorporating changes in the
simulated scenario or the execution environment. Therefore our algorithm applies
simulated annealing, using a steeply shaped Pareto distribution, to determine upper
and lower neighbouring values in each iteration. These calculated timeout values,
in combination with the previous best one, are then evaluated again for optimal
throughput. The use of a Pareto distribution ensures that the timeout changes are
mostly localized, but allows for rare larger changes. This avoids the algorithm to
strand in a local minimum. In order to make the algorithm more robust, the occurrence of a newly generated value that is more than 10 % outside of the initial start
interval causes a restart of the algorithm, switching back to discovery mode. Hence,
a random restart might be triggered by an extreme value coming from the Pareto
distribution. If the induced restart seemed unnecessary, the timeout converges
quickly to the previous optimum, whereas longterm persistence in a suboptimal
value is avoided. Additionally, it makes the algorithm more capable to respond to
dynamic behaviour in the scenario or the execution environment.
The performance assessment in the algorithm, to determine the optimal timeout value, is based on regular samples of the rate of outgoing simulation events,
excluding null-messages, in the communication channels in each event core. Since
these rates may fluctuate heavily in a specific channel, the rate is calculated per core
based on the number of outgoing non-null-message events and then averaged over
all cores in the controller. Due to the delayed observations of the changing timeout
the sample interval is initiated at a relatively long time of 5 seconds (sampl eDel a y),
which also averages out short term fluctuations. In case of a simulation scenario
where the entities in each core are communicating rarely, this sample interval might
still be too small to calculate valid event rates. In that case our algorithm increases
the sample delay and restarts the discovery phase until valid measurements can be
extracted.
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Algorithm 1 Protocol Tuning Algorithm
procedure I NITIALIZE()
T [0] ← l ower Li mi t
T [5] ← upper Li mi t
d el a y ← sampl eDel a y
best I nd ex ← −1
phase ← D I SCOV E RY
procedure C ALCULATE N EXT I TERVALS(T , best I nd ex)
if phase = D I SCOV E RY

if best I nd ex 6= −1


(




T [0] ← T [best I nd ex − 1]

 then



T [5] ← T [best I nd ex + 1]




then

(T [1], T [2], T [3]) ← P OWERLAW D IVIDE(T [0], T [5])











if T [5] − T [0] < 0.20 × T [best I nd ex]



then phase ← AD JU ST M E N T
if phase = AD JU ST M E N T


T [1] ← (1 − PARETO R ANDOM() × T [best I nd ex]
then T [2] ← T [best I nd ex]


T [3] ← (1 + PARETO R ANDOM() × T [best I nd ex]
main
while Si mul at i onRunni ng


S LEEP(st ar t upDel a y)





C ALCULATE N EXT I NTERVALS(T , best I nd ex)











if M IN(T ) < (l ower Li mi t − 0.1 × l ower Li mi t )




 or M AX(T ) > (upper Li mi t + 0.1 × upper Li mi t )





then I NITIALIZE()







do for i ← 1 to 3
(




R[i ] ← M EASURE R ATE(T [i ])


do



S LEEP(d el a y)










if M IN(R) < t hr eshol d






then d el a y ← d el a y + 1








best I nd ex ← j wher e R[ j ] = M AX(R)
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Evaluation As observed in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14, the combination of a timeout based
protocol and the deadlock avoidance strategy performs well in both evaluation
scenarios if the timeout is configured with a value between 10ms and 45ms. Consequently, the adaptive algorithm has a relatively broad range of values to achieve
good performance. In order to evaluate the potential of a dynamic tuning strategy,
we executed the previously discussed CQN-scenario simulation on a different platform, namely on a cluster with Intel Pentium 4 3 GHz hyperthreaded CPU’s, 1.5 GB
memory, and a 100 Mbit interconnect. In Fig. 4.19, the difference in the timeout
sensitivity range for the two platforms is shown. Note that only 200ms of simulation
time was simulated on the P4-cluster to result in a comparable runtime, as opposed
to 500ms in the other experiments. The results show that the optimum range of
timeouts for the P4- cluster is shifted to the right to a value between 40ms and 80ms.
Even though there still is a small overlap in the ranges, the difference indicates
that the performance level of a specific timeout value cannot be generalized to all
simulated scenario and/or execution environments. Fig 4.20 compares the fixed
timeout hybrid method, with a timeout set in the optimum range, to the adaptive
approach. The relative standard deviation in these experiments was slightly higher
with a maximum of 6 %. The standard null-message protocol and ISP runtimes are
also shown as a reference. The runtime with a suboptimal timeout setting of 10ms
is about 30% higher than the runtime with an optimal timeout (50ms) or using the
dynamic tuning algorithm in the 10-core experiment.
In this alternative setting, the adaptive approach still performs as expected.
Compared to the combined protocol, performance is equal in case of the auction
scenario, as shown in Fig. 4.15 and 4.16. In case of the CQN scenario, a slight increase
in runtime can be observed, especially for the parallel scenario, as shown in Fig. 4.17
and 4.18 for distributed and parallel setting respectively.
Summary Even though our new dynamic algorithm introduces a number of additional algorithm inherent parameters (e.g. interval boundaries, sample interval,
Pareto distribution parameters, etc.), the algorithm robustness is indicated by consistent runtime results. In practice, our dynamic algorithm reaches a performance
close to the optimal protocol in a wide range of simulation settings, while eliminating
the requirement for manual configuration.

4.5 Parallel Performance Evaluation
After a discussion on the synchronization protocols (Sect. 4.4) and simulator core
optimizations (Sect. 4.3), we evaluate in this section the parallel performance in
terms of speedup that can be obtained using the previously described CQN and
electronic auction model. (Sect.4.2). The parallel speedup is defined as:
Sp =

T1
Tp

(4.1)

where T p is the parallellized runtime using p event cores, and T1 is the sequential
execution runtime with 1 event core. For example, a speedup S 8 of 5 indicates that
the runtime of an 8-core simulation is 1/5th or 20% of the single core execution time.
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Figure 4.19: Runtime timeout sensitivity for a distributed CQN scenario execution
using a hybrid protocol, comparison between two platforms
In contrast to previous experiments, strong scaling was used here. As such, our
results show the amount of time that can be gained through parallellization, without
increasing the scale of the problem. The model entities are distributed over a varying
number of event cores running on one or more cluster nodes. The CQN scenario
consists of 2560 event queues in total, with 16 servers each The auction scenario
consists of 40 markets with each 100 consumers, 10 providers and 10 jobs per
consumer. Sample points were collected for an entirely parallel core configuration
(1 node), a fully distributed set-up with multiple nodes that each execute one event
core and several hybrid runs with a number of parallel cores running on two or
more cluster nodes. An example core distribution with 10 event cores running on 5
physical nodes, results in nodes executing two parallel event cores with each 256
queues with a CQN scenario and with each 8 markets for the auction scenario.
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show a grid where each crossing denotes a mapping of a
number of event cores running on a number of physical cluster nodes. The intersection circles, with their respective speedup value, are scaled proportionally to the
speedup value for the specific event core and node configuration of that sample
point. The specific sample points on the grid, that correspond to core distributions,
were chosen so that event cores as well as entities could be divided evenly among
the available nodes and event cores respectively.
For the CQN scenario (Fig. 4.21 and Table. 4.5), near linear speedup figures can
be observed in case of a fully distributed setting with one event core per node. This is
due to the fact that the increased communication and synchronization overhead for
an additional event core is compensated by the added CPU power of an additional
node. The one-node parallel configurations become less efficient the more the CPU
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Figure 4.20: Basic synchronization protocols runtime for a distributed CQN scenario
executed on the P4-cluster
on the nodes is loaded with the activity of event core threads. The unused CPU
cores are used to handle communication to other event cores and by the JVM (e.g.
for garbage collection) Additionally, as observed previously (Sect. 3.3.4) the Java
VM becomes less efficient with an increased number of event core threads that are
creating and scheduling events at high rates.
Hybrid core distributions that run more than one event core per node utilize the
available hardware better, at the cost of a slightly higher runtime. This shows that
extra CPU cores can take on protocol overhead in parallel to event core processing,
so that close to optimal speedups can be attained with regard to the number of
nodes in the distributed cluster. For example, for a CQN experiment with 8 nodes
and 1 event core per node, the runtime only increases by 20% compared to the run
on only 4 nodes with 2 event cores per node.
The constant problem size in this experiment implies that the linear speedup
trend should deteriorate when the model is subdivided into more and smaller partitions, causing the communication and synchronization overhead to predominate
over useful event processing. This point is however not reached in this experiment
for the CQN scenario that is executed on a 10 node cluster.
The impact of increasing overhead relative to useful event processing for each additional event core can be observed in the auction scenario (Fig. 4.22 and Table. 4.6).
A growing number of nodes with one event core results in an increased speedup.
The gain in speedup for each extra node however decreases with more nodes, as the
additional overhead of additional event cores starts to dominate the useful event
processing load. Due to the relatively high synchronization and communication intensity of the auction scenario, compared to the CQN model, the distributed auction
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Figure 4.21: Parallel speedup for several event core packing configurations in a
cluster with a distributed CQN scenario.
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Figure 4.22: Parallel speedup for several event core packing configurations in a
cluster with a distributed auction scenario.
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# Cores

# Nodes

Runtime

Speedup

1

1

4674 s

1.0

2

1

2645 s

1.8

2

2

2567 s

1.8

4

1

1473 s

3.2

4

2

1448 s

3.2

4

4

1202 s

3.9

5

1

1256 s

3.7

5

5

956 s

4.9

8

1

857 s

5.5

8

2

856 s

5.5

8

4

734 s

6.4

8

8

592 s

7.9

10

2

759 s

6.2

10

5

598 s

7.8

10

10

476 s

9.8

Table 4.5: Parallel speedup and runtime for several event core packing configurations
in a cluster with a distributed CQN scenario.
scenario execution is able to attain a speedup of 3.1 and 2.9 in an 10 node and 4 node
configuration respectively. This is despite the fact that core to core communication
is significantly more costly in the distributed setting. In the purely parallel setting,
speedup results for this scenario are not exceeding 1.8, regardless of the number of
event cores executed on the node.
Interestingly, the maximum attainable speedup for a distributed setting is significantly higher compared to the parallel core configurations for both scenarios.
Further investigation shows however that this is due to hardware limitations, e.g.
memory bandwidth or CPU cache effects. Figure 4.23 shows the speedup results
for the execution of the previous scenarios on a single node, comparing a single
JVM parallel event core setup and a multiple JVM ’distributed’ setup using the local
machine loopback network interface to communicate. This shows that both the parallel and distributed communication subsystems perform on par up to 4 event cores.
The additional overhead resulting from network communication in the multi-JVM
deployment can be fully processed by the other available CPU-cores. From 5 event
cores on, this is no longer the case and the multi-JVM setup shows a degradation of
performance. These results confirm, that the communication overhead between
event cores in a single JVM, using reference passing, is significantly lower than between event cores in separate JVMs through a network connection. The increased
performance for a fully distributed deployment in Fig. 4.21 and 4.22 is therefore
not a consequence of the parallel or distributed implementation, but of hardware
capabilities.
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Table 4.6: Parallel speedup and runtime for several event core packing configurations
in a cluster with a distributed auction scenario.
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Figure 4.23: Speedup of the execution on a single node, parallel and distributed
execution for the CQN (a) and Auction (b) model

4.6 Related Work
Among conservative synchronization protocols, the delayed or timeout-based nullmessage sending, the on-demand or request-based protocols [?] and the blocking or
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deadlock-avoidance algorithm, sometimes referred to as the lazy null-message sending protocol [?], are described and evaluated in Sect. 4.4.2. A similar combination of
our blocking and timeout algorithms (Sect. 4.4.3) that also applies the redundant
null-message filtering technique (Sect. 4.3.3) has been suggested in [?, ?].
As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, other methods exist to reduce the number of
null-messages. For example, the carrier null-message protocol [?], handling the synchronization more effectively by propagating more information in the null-messages
and the conditional event algorithm that operates by determining conditional and
definite events [?], therefore eliminating the need for null-messages. Both algorithms
however, require detailed dependency information within the model.
Simulations using a conservative time synchronization protocol have been evaluated using synthetic application benchmarks simulating queueing networks [?, ?, ?],
communication networks [?] or electronic circuits [?, ?]. Parallel discrete event simulation performance evaluations using an optimistic synchronization protocol have
been conducted using synthetic benchmarks simulating communication networks
[?, ?] or electronic circuits [?]. A performance comparison for both optimistic and
conservative synchronization on a large scale platform has been performed in [?].
This study showed that both protocols are able to scale well to a large number of
processors in a synthetic benchmark.

4.7 Conclusion
Null-message reductions are crucial to the performance of a parallel and distributed
simulator under the conservative time synchronization protocol. Various traditional
null-message reduction techniques that optimize the performance of the conservative time protocol were evaluated using two different applications: namely, a closed
queuing network and an electronic auction for resources. Although the best conventional reduction method differs between the scenarios, performance improvements
using these traditional techniques are feasible and significant.
Based on two of these traditional protocol variants, a hybrid protocol combining
two traditional protocols was introduced. The protocol provides good performance
for both scenarios and increased robustness in a wider range of applications, but
still requires manual configuration. A self-tuning version of this protocol was introduced to reduce the user intervention required to reach optimal performance. This
adaptive protocol reaches equal performance compared to the manually optimized
protocol configuration, and consequently eliminates the need for manual protocol
configuration while improving robustness against varying simulation conditions.
Satisfiable parallel speedups can be attained in a parallel, distributed and hybrid
setup, given the right simulation model entity partitioning and event core over node
distribution.

CHAPTER

Simulation on Amazon EC2
This chapter is based on “Conservative Distributed Discrete Event Simulation on Amazon EC2” [?]

5.1 Introduction
Together with the renewed interest for the PDES research domain, a new paradigm
has arisen for flexibly acquiring and configuring third-party IT resources and services.
Cloud computing offerings in the infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) domain allow
consumers to flexibly acquire resources on a pay-as-you-go basis with minimal
administrative overhead and provider interaction [?]. To the users of simulation
tools, adopting such offerings can be advantageous compared to the use of local
infrastructure as:
• The flexibility to acquire and release resources on a pay-as-you-go basis gives
users access to a broader range of quality of service (QoS) levels. It also
introduces the possibility to align these QoS levels with the requirements of an
individual user. Users can acquire large amounts of computational power that
are immediately delivered, but allocated on a limited temporary basis. This
flexibility is especially valuable for consumers that need simulation results in
time w.r.t. a given deadline (e.g. paper submission, presentation, meeting, ...).
• The flexibility with respect to the architectural properties of the resources
that are acquired enables one to optimally align the cost and the architectural properties of the computational resources to achieve the desired goals.
Depending on the characteristics of the simulation model, trade-offs can be
made between cost and resource characteristics such as computation and
communication performance, memory availability and availability of multiple
CPU cores.
For researchers that tackle the algorithmic challenges in the PDES domain, IaaS
can provide a wide range of computational platforms to test the robustness of their
approach.
Nevertheless limited records currently exist of parallel and distributed discreteevent simulation on cloud computing infrastructures. In this chapter, we present
89
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an approach for instantiating simulation models on such infrastructures and analyze the performance implications of the different virtual server offerings that are
currently available on Amazon EC2 [?] for different time synchronization protocols.

5.2 Related Work
A performance comparison of both optimistic and conservative time synchronization algorithms on a large-scale distributed cluster system has been performed
in [?], demonstrating that both types of protocols are able to scale well to a large
number of processors with a highly performant interconnect. Fujimoto et. al have
proposed an approach for using optimistic time synchronization protocols in cloud
environments [?]. In [?], they propose an optimistic time synchronization protocol
that is better tailored to execution platforms such as clouds that exhibit longer communication delays and higher external interference from other users’ computations,
as compared to tightly coupled local clusters. Their evaluation does not use real
cloud offerings though, as they deploy the simulation on a locally controlled set
of machines that belong to different LANs. D’Angelo has discussed the potential
advantages of using cloud computing infrastructure for PDES and has proposed the
use of entity migration techniques to improve the performance of simulations in
heterogeneous and dynamic environments such as clouds [?].
To our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the performance of different time
conservative time synchronization protocols for PDES in real cloud environments.

5.3 Null-message sending strategies
Different strategies exist for reducing the overhead caused by the transmission of
null-messages. Because of the higher costs of core-to-core communication in a
distributed simulation context, their importance increases significantly compared
to a non-distributed simulation setting. We analyse the performance of the nullmessage strategies of which details can be found in Chapter 4, we summarize them
briefly here:
• Standard Chandy-Misra-Bryant protocol (STD): This is an implementation
of the protocol as described in [?]. Each time an event core advances its time,
a null-message with firetime LVT+l is generated and broadcasted to the other
event cores. The null-message will only be sent to a specific core if the firetime
t i of the last outgoing event was before the firetime of the null-message.
• Timeout-based Null-message Sending (TIM): This strategy reduces the number of null-messages by only sending them after a timer has expired. As
null-messages are only needed when the normal process of event communication can’t provide enough time update notifications between cores, a timer
is introduced for each outgoing communication channel. This timer is reset
every time an event is transported through the channel. This technique is
often referred to as delayed null-message sending.
• Deadlock Avoidance Null-Message Sending (BLO): In this strategy, a core
broadcasts null-messages to all other cores when it is about to enter a blocked
wait state, unable to advance its LVT until new events arrive.
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• On-demand Null-Message Sending (REQ) : In this strategy, an event core
broadcasts a request for null-messages to the other event cores when the
core is entering a wait state, waiting for events from other cores, and unable
to advance. If an event core receives such a null-message send request, it
responds by sending a null-message to the requesting core as quickly as possible. This causes a recalculation of the LBTS in the requesting core, allowing it
to advance its LVT. This technique is basically an extension of the deadlock
avoidance strategy because the requests are broadcast the same way the deadlock avoidance algorithm broadcasts null-messages. The difference is that a
waiting event core potentially revives more quickly because the other event
cores respond to these request for null-messages.
• Timeout Protocol with Deadlock Avoidance (BLOTIM): A combination of the
BLO and TIM protocols. For details, we refer to [?, ?].
• Adaptive Timeout-based Protocol with Deadlock Avoidance DYN): This is an
adaptive version of the BLOTIM protocol that automatically configures the
timeout value to maximize the useful event throughput and minimize the protocol overhead. The technique consists of a centralized two phase algorithm.
In the first discovery phase, an initial timeout is discovered by recursively subdividing an interval of timeout values into smaller pieces until the resulting
interval is small enough. Subsequently the timeout is refined in the adjustment phase that adopts a simulated annealing approach with a steeply shaped
Pareto distribution, in order to determine higher and lower neighbouring
values in each iteration. These calculated timeout values, in combination
with the previous best one, are then evaluated again for optimal throughput.
The use of a Pareto distribution ensures that the timeout changes are mostly
localized but allows for rare larger changes to avoid being trapped in a local minimum. For further details on the heuristics used for determining the
timeout value we refer to Sect.4.
• Ideal Simulation Protocol (ISP): The Ideal Simulation Protocol (ISP), introduced in [?], uses a trace of a previous simulation run to calculate the LBTS
and determine if an event core can safely advance. An execution with ISP is an
ideal run without the synchronization overhead, e.g. null-message sending or
other synchronization communication. With ISP we are able to compute the
shortest possible execution time for a specific simulation model and simulator
core. It thereby serves as a benchmark, indicating the optimal performance
that can be achieved for a given simulation model w.r.t. time synchronization
performance.
Note that for all of these protocols, including STD), redundant null-messages
waiting in the send-queue are filtered.

5.4 Distributed Simulation on EC2
5.4.1 Infrastructure-as-a-Service
Cloud computing has become a catch-all term for various forms of computing in
which third-party services are acquired in a flexible manner with low administrative
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overhead. The model’s recency and the hype surrounding cloud computing has precluded the broad acceptance of a single definition of what cloud computing exactly
is, introducing ambiguity [?]. A more specific characterization of cloud computing is
possible through a taxonomy on the type of services that are offered. In Software-asa-Service, access to finished software products is provided to users under a flexible
payment model or a freemium model. Example products in this domain are G-Mail
(mail), Salesforce (CRM) and Google Docs (office suite). Platform-as-a-Service offerings allow the user to build and deploy applications on third-party infrastructure
using a specific development framework that forms the core of an offering. The
framework provides the developer with interfaces and library routines that partially
automate the creation and efficient deployment of applications that perform (largescale) processing on the provider’s infrastructure. Examples of PaaS offerings are
Windows Azure and Salesforce.com. Infrastructure-as-a-Service offerings provide a
consumer access to low-level resources such as virtual servers that are launched in
the provider’s data center, scalable data storage facilities, and network connectivity.
Many IaaS providers currently exist (e.g. Amazon, Rackspace, GoGrid, CloudSigma),
each having their own price and product models. Nevertheless common denominators in the various offerings are the following:
• Computational resources are acquired in the provider’s data center through
the allocation of server instances. Virtualization technology enables the provider
to flexibly tune the individual resource characteristics of an instance. Server
instances typically materialize as a virtual machine that runs on one of the
provider’s physical servers. The characteristics of the virtual machine (e.g.
number of CPU cores, processing power per core, available memory, I/O performance, ...), are either fully configurable by the consumer or the consumer
is able to choose from a set of server configurations.
• The operating system and software that runs on the virtual server can be
fully customized by the consumer (restrictions can apply to the OS kernel). A
user can create an image of such a software configuration that can be used to
launch multiple servers.
• Resources in the data center are paid for in a fine-grained manner (e.g. hours
of instance time used, GBs of data stored and transmitted to/from the cloud).
• Resources can be acquired and released in a fine-grained manner.
• To increase infrastructure utilization, the provider multiplexes the execution
of multiple server instances (possibly created by different consumers) on a
single physical server.
In the next section we will discuss the deployment of a distributed simulation on
Amazon’s IaaS offering, the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2).

5.4.2 Deployment of a distributed simulation on Amazon EC2
We have implemented the approach to distributed and parallel simulation outlined
in Section 5.3 in the Grid Economics Simulator (GES) [?].
In order to deploy a distributed simulation on EC2 the following steps have been
made:
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1. Image creation: A server instance is launched with a vanilla Ubuntu 11.10
image available at EC2. The following steps are taken to customize the image:
• Installation of Maven, a software project management tool [?], and Subversion, a version control system [?]. Maven is used by GES to automatically download and install all library dependencies on a host machine,
perform builds, and launch the simulator.
• Customization of the .bashrc file in order to intialize a number of environment variables.
• Two scripts for launching a head node or worker nodes are installed. The
scripts automatically update the source code of the simulator and simulation models using SVN, launch a build using Maven and subsequently
start the required service. Head nodes and worker nodes discover each
other on the network using the Jini framework [?].
• The image creation is triggered through the EC2 Web management console and the image stored in Elastic Block Storage (EBS). In addition to a
32-bit and 64-bit image, a seperate image for cluster instances is required
in order to use all of the different instance types on EC2.
2. Elastic IP allocation: An elastic IP is allocated for the head node. A booted
instance receives a new public and private IP by default when launched on
EC2. Elastic IPs allow the user to attach a fixed and publicly available IP
address to a running instance.
3. Head node/worker node launch: A Java program that calls out to EC2 using
the EC2 Web Service API launches a server instance of the specified instance
type with the correct Amazon Machine Image (AMI). In the launch request,
a user data script launches the head or worker node. This user data script
is automatically started after the server instance is booted. The use of such
scripts allow for the customization of a server instance irrespective from its
AMI. As such, it reduces the administrative burden of keeping multiple AMIs
up to date, and the costs associated with storing AMIs. After sending request
for launching the head node instance, the Java program waits for the instance
boot to finish, after which the elastic IP is associated to the instance. Subsequently, the required number of worker nodes are launched. The head node
launches a simulation coordinator, whereas each worker node launches a
simulation execution service. Both services register their proxies with the
Jini lookup service, enabling the services to discover each other. To execute a
simulation run, a configuration file, containing model and simulator parameters, is submitted to the coordinator on the head node. which enqueues these
configurations and launches the required amount of event cores in the worker
nodes’ execution services when they are available. The coordinator is also
responsible to set up the communication channels that allow for inter-core
communication. An event core executing in the worker nodes also feeds back
information to the controller in the head node. In order to enable inter-core
communication, a security group is associated with the instances that defines
the proper firewall configuration (by default EC2 instances aren’t allowed to
accept any incoming traffic). Each server is launched with a user-specified key
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Name

ECU

Cores

I/O

Memory

Hourly price

m1.small

1

1

M

1.7

0.08 $

m1.large

2

2

H

7.5

0.32 $

m1.xlarge

2

4

H

15

0.64 $

m2.xlarge

3.25

2

M

17.1

0.45 $

m2.2xlarge

3.25

4

H

34.2

0.90 $

m2.4xlarge

3.25

8

H

68.4

1.80 $

cc1.4xlarge

4.19

8

VH

23

1.30 $

Table 5.1: EC2 instance types used.

pair. The user can log in to the instances through the SSH protocol by using a
private key. Each instance is also given a tag in order to properly identify the
instance’s function in the AWS management console.

5.5 Experiments
5.5.1 Simulation Models
Our experimental evaluation uses the two simulation models presented in Chapter
4 (Sect. 4.2), namely a closed queuing network (CQN) and an electronic auction
for compute resources. The setting of both scenarios is the same as before, except
for the simulation finish time. To reduce experiment runtimes, the scenarios both
runs for a fixed amount of simulated time of 200ms and 1000s for the CQN and the
auction scenario respectively.

5.5.2 Infrastructure
This section discusses the characteristics of the computational resources that were
used to perform the experiments.
5.5.2.1 Instance types
We have executed the two simulation models discussed in the previous section on
the EC2 instance types [?] of which the characteristics including hourly prices [?]
are summarized in Table 5.1. The only types that were excluded for our tests are the
resource-limited t1.micro, the GPU based cg1.4xlarge and the most expensive
cc2.8xlarge instance type. In the I/O performance column, L stands for low, M
for moderate, H for high and VH for very high. Memory is given in Gigabyte units.
An Elastic Compute Unit (ECU) is a EC2-specific unit to express the computational
performance of a CPU core. A core with 1 ECU exhibits a performance that is similar
to a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or 2007 Xeon processor. The hourly price, in US
dollars is also included.
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5.5.2.2 Local cluster
Aside from the EC2 offering, we also include performance figures for a local cluster
called stewie. The cluster hosts 12 machines with 5 Dual Quad-Core AMD Opteron
2350 processors (listed at 2Ghz) and 7 Dual Quad-Core Intel Xeon L5335 processors
(listed at 2Ghz) with at least 16GB of memory. All these machines are connected in
a gigabit ethernet network and run a 2.6 Linux kernel. All Java code was compiled
and executed with the Sun Java 1.6.0.22 server distribution.

5.5.3 Methodology
We execute both simulation models on all different resource types described in the
previous section. For each simulation, one machine is used as the head node, and
ten machines are used as worker nodes. Each worker node runs one simulation
core. The entities in the simulation are distributed evenly among the different event
cores. For each combination of model, resource type, and null-message sending
strategy, we execute six simulations in two batches. The allocation (and therefore
the network location) of EC2 instances in the Amazon datacenter only changes
in between batches and simulation runs for different instance types. That is, the
instances are kept alive and new instances are only requested for simulation runs
with a different instance type or for a different batch. For protocols where a choice of
timeout value is required (TIM and BLOTIM), the results for the best possible timeout
value are shown for each instance type.
Initially, we have not launched multiple event cores per instance (even if the
instance has multiple cores available). This was done to more clearly show the
impact of the I/O and memory performance of the different nodes, and how the
runtime of the simulation scales with the performance rating of an individual core.
Note however, that multiple threads are started even when only a single event core
is launched. The additional threads are used for sending and receiving messages
and for garbage collection. In practice, this deployment setup leads to loads of 2.5
to 3 on a quad core instance. Optimally packing event cores on instance types is
discussed in Section 5.5.5.

5.5.4 Results
We commence our results discussion by comparing the performance of our local
cluster with that of a set of EC2 cluster instances of type cc1.4xlarge for which
the CQN model results are shown in Figure 5.1 (a). This instance type is specifically
tailored to coupled HPC computations, advertising increased network locality and
I/O performance compared to other instance types. These properties are expected
to significantly impact performance because event cores in a distributed simulation
have a high frequency of message exchange. Our results show that this instance
type can approximate the performance of our local cluster and that the relative
performance of the different synchronization protocols is retained when launching
the application in the cloud. The graph in Figure 5.1 (b) shows that these remarks
also hold for the auction model. Note that the timeout protocol performs best in
the CQN scenario, while the blocking protocol dominates in the auction scenario.
Neither of both protocols perform well on both simulation models though. The
combination of timeout and blocking protocols shows better robustness. For the
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CQN scenario, it closely approximates the optimal performance as denoted by the
ISP runtime, and achieves comparable performance to the blocking protocol for
the auction scenario. The adaptive protocol (DYN) performs similar without having
to manually configure a timeout value. As the results for the STD protocol show,
intelligent null-message sending can greatly improve performance compared to the
standard CMB protocol.

300

200
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BLO
REQ
TIM
BLOTIM
DYN
ISP

250

STD
BLO
REQ
TIM
BLOTIM
DYN
ISP

150

Runtime (s)

Runtime (s)

200

150

100

100
50
50

0

0
cc1.4xlarge

m2.4xlarge

(a)

stewie

cc1.4xlarge

m2.4xlarge

stewie

(b)

Figure 5.1: Results for the CQN (a) and Auction (b) models for different null-message
protocols and instance types.
The data for m2.4xlarge instance type in Figure 5.1 also demonstrate that noncluster instance types can provide a high level of performance. Interestingly, the
m2.4xlarge instance type which has a lower quoted I/O and CPU performance,
and an equal amount of cores compared to the cc1.4xlarge type (see Table 5.1),
performs significantly better than the cluster instance type. It thereby also surpasses
the performance of the stewie cluster. We have established that this is not due to
the higher amount of memory available on m2.4xlarge as for both scenario’s the
amount of consumed heap space remains well below 1.7 GB, the smallest amount of
memory available on any of the EC2 instance types.
Figure 5.2 shows the performance for the other instance types using the best
performing protocol BLOTIM. These results show a performance degradation for
the lower-cost instance types and a higher variance. Especially the m2.2xlarge,
m1.small, m1.large and c1.medium show significantly higher variance. We have
found that this higher level of variance is caused by the fact that on some of the
simulation runs, time periods occur in which the simulation exhibits a very low event
processing rate. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3 that depicts the amount of events
processed per second over the course of the simulation’s execution time, for two
subsequent simulation runs in the same batch. The first run shows an uninterrupted
event processing rate, while in the second run the rate falls back to a near-zero level
in the middle of the simulation’s execution. We have not been able to establish the
root cause for this behavior as of yet, but suspect that a throttling mechanism is
limiting the rate of messaging that is allowed on the instance. For the other instance
types with high variance, the same remarks hold.
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Figure 5.2: Execution time and variance for the CQN (a) and Auction (b) model on
different instance types using the BLOTIM protocol..
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Figure 5.3: Event processing rate for the auction model in two individual runs within
the same batch on a m2.xlarge instance.

A possible explanation for the higher variance in the lower specced instance
types is the external influence of other loads on the physical server to which the
virtual machine of a given instance type is mapped. Indeed, instances such as
m2.4xlarge more than likely use an entire physical server . Therefore the simulation
processes have exclusive access to the network interface and I/O channels of the
server. Sharing this interface with other loads can lead to additional delays in
communication and memory access.
Note that for the c1.xlarge instance, we were unable to obtain any results for
the auction scenario. This scenario has a higher message intensity compared to
CQN, and its execution consistently leads to failure as one of the worker nodes
becomes unreachable.
Finally, Figure 5.4 shows the breakdown of the execution times across the three
batches of distributed simulations executed on the m2.xlarge instance. The timings
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Figure 5.4: Breakdown of the performance across different batches for the
m2.xlarge instance.

for the first and second batch illustrate that consistent performance can be attained
within a single batch, even if the average execution time differs significantly between
the two batches. As the third batch demonstrates however, runs within a batch
can also show significant variance. As the results for the ISP protocol indicate,
this variance can be attributed to the network and are not caused by varying CPU
performance across runs in the batch.

5.5.5 Event Core Packing Effects
Optimally packing event cores on instance types, taking into account memory and
I/O bandwidth limitations is a non-trivial issue. To give insight into the problem
of deciding what is the best event core distribution from an execution time and
cost perspective, we evaluate a number of event core distribution configurations.
This experiment was conducted on all the available instance types with at least four
CPU cores, except for the c1.large type, as we were unable to obtain results for the
auction scenario on this instance type. Note that the amount of event cores and the
distribution of simulation model entities among event cores are also factors here.
5.5.5.1 Runtime Minimization
The Runtime results for both the CQN and the Auction model are depicted in Figures
5.5a and 5.5b respectively. The notation of the packing configuration consists of the
number of event cores per node, followed by the total number of used instances or
cluster nodes between brackets. For example a “3-3-3-1 (4)“ configuration denotes a
distribution of in total 10 event cores onto 4 physical instances, with the first three
instances running 3 event cores in parallel combined with one event core in the last
instance. On the other hand, a ”5x2 (5)“ configuration means a distribution of 10
event cores onto 5 physical instances, each running 2 event cores in parallel.
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Figure 5.5: Runtime of different event core distributions for the CQN (a) and Auction
(b) models.
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The m2.4xlarge instance type is the fastest for every configuration of both
models. Even the m2.2xlarge shows similar or better performance than the cluster
cc1.4xlarge type in some configurations, but comparing both, the cluster type
has the advantage of showing significantly lower variance in the execution time.
The shortest runtimes are achieved with 1 event core per instance for both models.
Interestingly, it seems that the cluster cc1.4xlarge instances are less performant in
terms of CPU power and network interconnect than the m2.4xlarge instances. The
results indicate that the stewie cluster has a similar CPU performance compared
to the cc1.4xlarge instance (Figure 5.5a), while the network interconnect shows
performance figures closer to the m2.4xlarge instances (Figure 5.5b). Note that the
results of the lower specced instance types are less reliable due to the significantly
higher variances, as seen earlier in this section.
In these experiments, the different properties of both models become visible.
The CQN scenario has a significantly higher computation to communication ratio
compared to the Auction scenario. In case of the CQN scenario, executed on 8 CPU
core instances, the runtime increases with the number of event cores per instance,
as it reduces the amount of CPU capacity left to handle network communication.
However, a steeper runtime increase can be observed if more than 4 event cores are
allocated on 4 CPU core instances, e.g. in the 5-5 configuration. The auction scenario
has a higher messaging to computation ratio and therefore the substitution of part
of the network messaging by local parallel event core communication overcomes
the overload effect of these lower specced instances, e.g. in case of the asymmetric
7-3 and 8-2 configurations. The 8 CPU core instances, although to a lesser extent,
also regain performance by decreasing network communication overhead in those
configurations. These results reflect the fact that the CQN scenario is limited by
CPU computational power, while the auction scenario is limited by the amount of
network communication overhead.
5.5.5.2 Cost Optimization
A novel aspect that follows from the use of IaaS resources is the introduction of cost
as a first-class system metric. Indeed, for many users cost-efficiency will be equally
important as performance. An advantage of cloud computing is that depending on
the QoS requirements at hand a trade-off can be made flexibly between performance
and cost. Therefore we also calculated the factual cost per experiment based on
current EC2 pricing as seen in Table 5.1 for each event core packing configuration.
Thereby the losses that may be incurred by the hourly billing are not accounted for.
The impact of the coordinator instance is also disregarded, because it is a constant
cost for every simulation and can be executed on a lower specced instance as it is
not performance critical.
The resulting cost curves are shown in Figure 5.6 for both scenarios, the CQN
scenario in Figure 5.6a and the auction scenario in 5.6b.
In both graphs, two groups of curves can be distinguished, namely the larger
and more expensive 8 CPU core instances and the lower specced and cheaper 4 CPU
core instance types. Except for the 1 core per instance case, which should be ignored
if cost efficiency is important, the more expensive instance types are a better choice,
within these two groups. The price difference per run on the m2.4xlarge instances
compared to the cc1.4xlarge instances are small, whereas the m2.4xlarge type
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Figure 5.6: Cost estimation for different event core distributions for the CQN (a) and
Auction (b) models.
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shows an up to 25 % shorter runtime. The same applies to the m1.xlarge and the
m2.2xlarge instances. The lower rated, 4 core types are more cost efficient in these
results. However, in practice a significantly higher variance (Figure 5.2) may result in
costs that come close or even surpass the level of the higher rated instance type. For
example for the m2.2xlarge instances, runtime differences of up to factor 3 where
measured between the shortest and the longest run across all batches.
Due to the compute intensive properties of the CQN scenario, a symmetric
distribution (5-5) of event cores among the instances results in the lowest price, while
the auction scenario benefits from a network load reducing asymmetric distribution
(8-2).
Based on these findings, an optimal core distribution in terms of both runtime
and cost is not feasible. A trade-off between performance and cost will decide which
is the best core distribution. In order to make a decision objectively, based on costefficiency, we define a cost to performance metric E to determine which instance
type gives the most performance per dollar. We define
P rel =

R
R min

(5.1)

as a relative performance metric, with R the runtime and R min the minimum runtime
measured over all experiments per scenario. Then cost-efficiency E is defined as
E=

1
P rel

C

=

R min
R ×C

(5.2)

where C is the absolute cost per run. The cost-efficiency is depicted in Figure 5.7 for
both scenarios. For the CQN scenario (Fig.5.7a), the smaller 4 virtual core instances
m1.xlarge and m2.xlarge results a significantly higher performance per dollar
when at most 5 event cores per instances are used. In practice however, the high
runtime variance for these instances can be problematic. Therefore it would be
better to use the higher specced m2.4xlarge, which in a 5-5 configuration is able
to reach the same level of cost-efficiency. In case of the auction scenario, the costefficiency is best for each configuration with the same m2.4xlarge instances. In
both scenarios, the cluster instances are the least cost-efficient.
In general, to optimize cost-efficiency, the best strategy is to use the m2.4xlarge
instances with each running 5 event cores, leaving some CPU capacity for other tasks
and still reduce the load on the network by packing parallel event cores together.

5.6 Conclusion
Parallel and distributed simulation techniques can improve the round trip time of
simulations and the scale or level of detail at which models can be studied. Distributed discrete-event simulation is challenging however, as causality constraints
make the problem non-trivial to parallellize. Consequently, null-message sending
strategies in conservative time synchronization protocols play a determining role in
the performance that can be attained on a distributed infrastructure. This chapter
presents the first results on how these strategies perform on real cloud infrastructure.
Our results indicate that a combination of a timeout and blocking protocol shows
the highest overall performance and that the relative performance of the different
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Figure 5.7: Cost efficiency estimation for different event core distributions for the
CQN (a) and Auction (b) models.
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protocols is attained on cloud infrastructure. Apart from the Amazon EC2 cluster instance types which are specifically tailored to coupled HPC workloads, other
high-end instance types also show high performance for our workloads. However,
performance variability increases on lower-specced instance types that are likely to
share I/O channels with other VMs. Our results show that on these instance types,
sudden periods of low event processing activity cause this high level of variance, as
opposed to an overall degradation in performance during the simulation. From a
cost-perspective, high-end end instance types running multiple simulation cores are
the most adequate solution to provide an optimal trade-off between performance
and cost.

CHAPTER

Dynamic Entity Placement
6.1 Introduction
For large scale parallel and/or distributed simulations, the distribution of simulation
model entities among simulator cores has a significant impact on the amount of
messages exchanged over the network. The ratio of internal to external core communication should be as high as possible for optimal performance as it minimizes
synchronization overhead and idle time, which consequently maximizes efficient
use of CPU power. It is crucial to partition the simulation model optimally, distributing the entities over the distinct simulator cores. The following factors can be
considered for optimizing the an entity distribution:
Interaction Intensity An entity distribution should minimize the amount of entity
communications that crosses simulator core boundaries (inter-core events)
and maximize messaging between entities within the same simulator core
(intra-core events). Consequently, this will minimize the costly transfer of
events over the network and maximize independent core local processing.
Increased local processing results in less core idle time. Because of time
synchronization, and thus higher parallelism.
Event Core Load The computational load of all event cores should be at the same
level for maximum efficiency. If a specific simulator core is overloaded, for
example because of an imbalanced entity distribution or heavier computations associated with certain entities or processes, that core will slow down
the other cores, hence the whole simulation.
Virtual Entity Distance As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the virtual distance (e.g.
network delay) between entities in separate simulator cores can impact performance significantly. The degree parallelism in a parallel and distributed
simulation is largely determined by the look-ahead. Therefore, maximization
of the virtual distance between entities potentially increases he look-ahead
between simulator cores, which results in less synchronization overhead and
improved parallelism.
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Available Memory Evidently, the memory available defines an absolute limit for
the amount of entities that can be assigned to a node executing an event core.
A common practice concerning entity distribution is to define the coupling between simulation entities and event cores beforehand. This task is often performed
by the simulation model user or developer. If the stated simulation model properties can be determined and the simulation exhibits limited dynamic behaviour, a
statically defined entity-core association can result in good runtime performance.
On the other hand, if the simulation model consists of a significant amount of entities with dynamic behaviour, the static assignment will be much less efficient. In
general, examples of such scenarios are environment modeling, traffic simulations
or wireless ad-hoc network simulations.
In this chapter, we present and evaluate a dynamic entity placement algorithm
to adaptively migrate simulation entities between event cores in order to minimize inter-core interactions, reducing network load and optimize performance. We
thereby focus on the interaction intensity factor, although an approach can obtain
further benefit from taking the other aforementioned factors into account, we believe entity interaction to be the most important factor. If entities are distributed
evenly initially over the different cores, and there is limited variance in CPU load per
entity, the impact of taking other factors into account will be limited.

6.2 Related Work
In the past, attempts have been made to migrate parts of a simulation model between simulator processes for load-balancing. These solutions implemented the
migration of federates in a HLA context [?, ?] or complete logical processes (LPs)
in a general context [?], each consisting of a set of simulation model entities. In [?]
a static partitioner has been combined with a dynamic runtime LP scheduler to
distribute load among different threads in a shared-memory architecture using a
custom tailored synchronization protocol. In [?] an approach was developed for
LP-migration based on computation and communication workload estimates in an
optimistic simulation.
In [?, ?] a migration heuristic was described to find an ideal balance between
communication reduction and load-balancing model entities in a time-stepped
conservative simulation. In contrast to the related work above and similar to our
work, this technique facilitates migration of individual entities instead of LPs.
An algorithm to select entities suitable for migration by tracking entity interactions was proposed in [?]. Our migration algorithm is similar to this approach, but
also uses a local to remote communication ratio to select migration candidates. The
proposed algorithm in [?] is simulated but not applied in a real simulator. To our
knowledge, there are no parallel and distributed simulator implementations using
a conservative time synchronization protocol that support migration of individual
entities between simulator processes executing in a distributed fashion. The reason
dynamic entity placement algorithms are rarely used is most probably due to inherent technical difficulties to determine, capture and transfer model entities and their
state between networked nodes.
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6.3 Entity and Process Migration in GES
Before even considering the migration of live simulation entities across machine
boundaries, there are several technical challenges that have to be dealt with. In
the GES simulator, an entity is a simulation participant that can perform simulated RPC-like calls on other entities (Chapt. 2). These network calls trigger the
scheduling of call-events that will be executed at the appropriate simulation time,
incorporating simulated network delays. Entities can be passive data structures
(e.g. classes tagged with @Entity) or active process-like execution contexts (e.g.
classes extending Process). An entity (or process) can define methods tagged with
@ProcessMethod that will be executed as a child-process to the entity. If an entity
calls a synchronous method on another entity from the context of a process, this process will be suspended at the (virtual) time the call is performed and resumed when
the return value is received. Behind the scenes, this mechanism is driven by events
that are scheduled incorporating appropriate simulated network delays. Note that
these mechanisms introduce complex dependencies between entities, processes
and events, that have to be handled correctly when moving a simulation entity from
one host to another. What follows is a summary of the major technicalities that were
encountered together with their respective solutions or workarounds:
• Processes in GES are active thread-like entities that can be suspended. A
process may reside in a suspended state somewhere in its control flow at the
time migration to another event core is requested. In that case, the entity state
includes the process’s full call-stack. To support migration of an active process,
we resorted to the coroutine [?] support of the OpenJDK based Java virtual
machine from the Da Vinci Machine Project [?]. The coroutines provided
support thread-to-thread migration, multi-shot suspend/resume, user-mode
context switching and, most importantly, serialization. Using coroutines we
were able resume a suspended process that was received (in serialized form)
from another host. The serialized form of a coroutine consists of an array
of stack frames exported by the JVM. The deserializing JVM can use these
frames to reconstruct the original coroutine and resume execution, possibly
on another system.
• Entities can launch child-processes or create child entities. These parent-child
relations are inherently apparent in the simulation model logic, but not necessarily explicitly declared in model code. Support was added to track these hierarchical relations between entities that are closely connected. These relations
are automatically created if for example a parent-child relation is created by
calling a ProcessMethod on an entity. They can also be defined explicitly by
the simulation model programmer. This hierarchy is useful to create a logical
entity that is composed of several simulation entity sub-components. Entities
within the same parent-child hierarchy can call delay-less synchronous, asynchronous or process methods on each other. An entity hierarchy is considered
as a whole by the migration system. It is therfore guaranteed to be mapped to
the same event core.
• As our simulator is a discrete-event simulator, it is driven by events sequentially executed at predetermined firetimes. For example, an entity performing
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a network call schedules a call-event in the future incorporating the correct
network delay. If a process is delayed for a specific duration, a resume-event
is scheduled at the appropriate virtual time. When the firetime of these respective events is reached, the resume event resumes the process to continue
execution and the call-event performs the real call on the target entity. The
call-event is associated with its call target and the resume-event is associated
with the process it resumes. When migrating this target entity or a suspended
process, all the associated events have to be migrated with it. This requires
additional event dependency tracking logic to associate certain events with
entities or processes.
• For distributed simulation we rely on bytecode generated proxies to be used as
remote references to entities that are associated with a remote event core. This
mechanism explicitly replaces entity references in arguments or return values
of call-events send to a remote event core. The serialized form of a suspended
process contains its full call-stack up to the suspend call. The Java builtin serialization mechanism serializes any entity that is referenced in the call
stack. Consequently, the serialized form includes a deep copy of the referenced
entity objects in the transfer, where only a proxy is required. Therefore we
implemented a transparent proxy replacement system that integrates with the
existing Java object serialization process. A class declares a writeReplace
method that will be called right before object serialization is triggered to
replace an object by a custom representation and a readResolve method
that is called after deserialization to substitute the original object again. On
the sending side, an entity is replaced by its proxy and on the receiving side,
the proxy is replaced by a singleton proxy instance if available. This ensures
only one proxy object is instantiated in each event core for an entity, required
to properly track and redirect these proxies after an entity has been migrated.
• In order to transparently generate events when simulation model code calls
tagged methods on entities, AspectJ advices and pointcuts are used to weave
in the logic that creates events behind the scenes. However, the call-events
generated by AspectJ advice code include references to internal objects supporting the AspectJ runtime API. Some of these references are not serializable
and therefore cannot be transferred over the network using normal serialization. This behaviour results in a non-serializable process when it is suspended
from this AspectJ advice code (e.g. when waiting for a synchronous network
call-event), because these references end up on the call-stack of a coroutine
associated with the process that is to be serialized for migration. As a workaround, the offending AspectJ stack frames are removed from the array of stack
frames exported from the coroutine before transmission and replaced with
compatible method stack frames (with identical signature) to retain correct
method return behaviour at the remote destination side.
• During migration, associated events also have to be moved to another event
core. As previously mentioned, this mainly concerns process resume-events
and method call-events. Because these events are constructed in an AspectJ context, they also contain AOP primitives that prevent serializability.
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To be able to transfer these events when necessary, we transparently convert them to a serialized form that does not have these issues using Java’s
writeReplace/readResolve-mechanism.
• Another serialization issue arises when a process-method is called from a
network method on an entity, which in turn is called from an entity residing in
another core. In that case, the network method is called using a Java reflection
based method invocation. If the process, created by the process-method, is
suspended and migrated, a reference to a non-serializable Method from the
reflection API object exists on the call-stack of the suspended process. To
prevent this, we replaced the reflection based remote method call-event by a
native Javassist bytecode generated call. This has the additional advantage of
improved performance, but at the cost of generating a method invocation class
for each declared process-method once. If this proves to be a performance
issue in the future, these classes can be easily pre-generated.
• We additionally encountered problems serializing standard Java collection
API iterator structures. These collection iterators may end up on the call-stack
of a suspended process if a process is suspended in the middle of a loop
statement with an iterator as a local variable in the simulation model. As a
quick workaround, if it is required to suspend during a loop, integer indices
can be used to iterate the collection. A more structural solution would be
to develop a Java collection wrapper implementation that produces serializable iterators, the same way thread-safe collection wrappers are created (e.g.
Collections.synchronizedList(..) [?]).
Clearly the migration of entities and processes is technically hard. The simulation model developer should ensure that no references to non-serializable objects
exist on the call-stack of a suspended process before migration. Entities should be
self-contained and serializable without relying on global simulation model state
variables, but this was already a requirement to support parallel and/or distributed
execution in the first place.
As the technical barriers have been overcome, we can now focus on the entity
migration procedure itself. The conservative time synchronization protocol allows
different event cores to diverge from each other by a certain amount of virtual time,
determined by the look-ahead between them. Because of that, it is necessary to first
synchronize and freeze the event cores involved in the migration to exactly the same
virtual time.
For now, we ignore the selection of entities that are to be migrated, this topic
will be discussed in detail in the next section (Sect. 6.4). The migration process is
outlined in the sequence diagram in Fig. 6.1. To launch the migration sequence,
the event core that initiates the migration sends a pause-request to the other event
cores, to pause at its own virtual time increased by the maximum look-ahead. This
is done to ensure no other event core has advanced past the requested pause time.
Consequently, the other event cores, freeze the simulation at the determined time,
flush their communication channels and send a confirmation message to the initiator. Next, the entities that were selected for migration beforehand are detached
from their associated event core. Detaching an entity from an event core involves detaching its parent and/or child entities or processes and including associated events.
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Finally, these detached entities are serialized and transferred to their respective
destination. References to other entities that are not migrated will be transparently
replaced by proxies during serialization. On the receiving side, incoming entities
are attached to the event core and their associated events are re- scheduled in the
new core. If all migration operations are completed, the initiator is notified and
the simulation will be resumed. Note that for the transfer of the entities between
cores, the regular core communication channels are used, but a channel listener
intercepts these special events before they reach the event core. Figure 6.1 depicts
this sequence of events to perform a bidirectional entity migration between two
event cores, where the migration is initiated by the DistributionController.
(Sect. 6.4). A unidirectional entity migration, from one core to another, is supported
as well. In that case, an event core queues the entities to be migrated and initiates
the synchronized pause instead of the controller.
DistributionController

EventCore

EventCore

selectEntitiesToMigrate()
:entityList
queueEntitiesToMigrate(entityIdList)
queueEntitiesToMigrate(entityIdList)
requestPause()
enterPause(pauseTime)
enterPause(pauseTime)
pauseEntered()

par

startMigration()
detachEvents()
detachEntitiesAndProcesses()
transportQueuedEntities()
attachEntitesAndProcesses()
attachEvents()
migrationCompleted()

migrationCompleted()

startMigration()
detachEntitiesAndProcesses()
detachEvents()
transportQueuedEntities()
attachEntitiesAndProcesses()
attachEvents()
migrationCompleted()

migrationCompleted()

requestResume()
leavePause()
leavePause()

Figure 6.1: Sequence of events to perform entity migration initiated by the distribution controller
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6.4 Migration Selection & Triggers
Live entity migration is only useful if migration candidates can be automatically
selected, and if the entity distribution results in a more efficient execution afterwards.
The algorithm we use to select potential entities for migration is based on a localsearch algorithm to find a solution for the capacitated minimum k-cut problem,
which is the inverse problem as stated in [?] to find a partition that minimizes the
sum of edge weights across all pairs of vertices that lie in different subsets. In our
context, the vertices represent the entities, partitioned in subsets per event core and
the edge weights represent the probability an entity sends an event to another entity,
defined as:
X
∀u ∈ E :
w(u, v) = 1
(6.1)
v∈E

where w : E × E → R and E the set of entities. Then define
X
w u Vi =
w(u, v)

(6.2)

v∈Vi ,v6=u

as the sum of the weights of the edges from entity u to the entities residing in event
core subset Vi . Using these definitions, we can select two migration candidates u
and v using the following condition for entity v ∈ Vi and entity u ∈ V j :
|Vi |w u Vi + |V j |w v V j < |Vi |w u V j + |V j |w v v i

(6.3)

The scaling factors |Vi | and |V j | are there to improve the convergence of the
algorithm in case of size differences in the entity sets. If the amount of entities in
each set is equal these terms can be left out [?]. Every pair of entities u and v that
satisfies this condition (Eqn.6.3) is a candidate to be swapped so that afterwards u
will be associated with V j and v will be associated to Vi . In essence, this equation
compares the ratio of remote versus local entity communication between the two
entities attached to their cores. If the amount of remote events sent by u ∈ Vi to
entities in V j and the amount of remote events sent by v ∈ V j to entities in Vi is
higher than their respective amount of local communications, they are candidates
to be swapped.
In practice, we build a list of these potential swap pairs ranked on the difference
between both sides of the equation. A subsequent iteration over this list selects
all swaps with unique entities, because evidently an entity cannot be swapped
twice. The ranking ensures that the entity swap pairs with the highest impact
will be selected for migration first if an entity appears multiple times as a swap
candidate. The application of this swap mechanism ensures that the amount of
entities associated with an event core does not change. Provided that the model
has an acceptable load balance, the migration process will therefore not lead to
significant load imbalances. Entity interactions are tracked, using counters in each
entity (vertex) and for each communication link (edges), the weight values are
calculated on the fly. If the minimum outgoing communication count of the source
entity has reached a value of 50. This value is chosen in line with [?]. Each event
core constructs an interaction graph separately using his associated entities as
initial vertices, combined with vertices representing external entities. Note that
interactions for related parent/child entities are considered a single graph vertex,
because they also have to be migrated together.
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Currently, the interaction graphs are produced in each event core and the transported at regular intervals to the centralized DistributionController for processing (Sect. 3.2). A more scalable solution is feasible using partial weights to calculate
swap pairs in a distributed fashion. leaving only the selection of entities in matching
pairs to be done centralized manner.
To incorporate the cost of a migration cycle into the swap candidate selection algorithm, we require a minimum requirement on the amount of selected candidates
to launch a migration sequence. This minimum requirement is formulated proportional to the amount of event cores in the simulation, because the duration of the
synchronization phase is proportional to the number of cores. The migration-cost
largely consists of the lost time to synchronize, pause and restart all simulation cores.
The actual cost of the transmission of entities depends on the size of the entity state
and the amount of entities to be transferred.

6.5 Evaluation
The effect of the dynamic entity placement algorithm will be illustrated using CQN
and electronic auction scenarios. The CQN scenario consists of 256 queues, with
each 16 servers and the auction scenario is configured with 100 providers, 10 consumers per market, 4 markets and 10% of external consumers in each event core.
Note that each consumer’s bidding agent connects with a market and uses this market until all its jobs are finished. The following experiments evaluate the impact of
our dynamic placement algorithm on the event throughput, or the number of events
processed per second. These experiments compare the number of processed events
per real time second in an individual event core with and without the interaction
based dynamic entity placement algorithm enabled. The error bars in the graph
show the standard deviation from 5 executions of the simulation in an 8 event core
distributed setting on a cluster with dual quad core nodes. (Sect. 4.3).
The results, from 5 runs, for both scenarios are shown in Figure 6.2. For the
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Figure 6.2: Event rates per core with or without the dynamic entity placement
algorithm for the CQN (a) and auction (b) scenarios.
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CQN scenario, a slight slow-down of about 5% can be observed. This is because
the overhead of tracking all the entity interactions in the scenario, although no
migrations are needed, added to CQN scenario’s model that is already optimally
distributed among the participating event cores. Because the CQN scenario is a
compute intensive scenario, this additional overhead reduces the attainable event
rate.
In case of the auction scenario the opposite is true. As this scenario contains a
(limited) number of consumers that connect to a market in a remote event core, the
dynamic placement can have a significant impact. During the simulation run, the
active consumers that communicate with these external markets will be migrated to
the event core where this market resides. This increases the event rate by 26% on
average if the dynamic placement is enabled.
25000
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Figure 6.3: Event rates per core with or without the dynamic entity placement
algorithm for the auction with additional external entities.
In Figure 6.3, the amount of external consumers is raised to 25% per core. This
changes the remote to local messaging ratio significantly. As shown in Fig. 6.3, this
results in an increase in the event rate by a factor of 1.5, if the migration is compared
to the static entity core mapping.
In all of the aforementioned scenarios, the rate of interactions between entities is
fairly constant. That is, the interactions patterns do not change significantly during
the run. As a result, the following changes cause a more dynamic setting. Instead of
tying the external consumers randomly to a market when the simulation model is
initialized, these consumers now switch markets every two jobs they can schedule
with a provider. We also increase the amount of external consumers per event core
from 25 % to 50 % in each event core.
The attained increase in event throughput is illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Although the
variance increases in this dynamic scenario, the event throughput increases by more
than a factor of 2, compared to the static entity mapping.
Naturally, these performance gains are highly scenario specific as they depend on
simulation model properties such as the local versus remote entity communication
ratio, the amount of dynamic activity in the model and the quality of the initial entity
distribution. Scenarios with nearly constant activity rate and a reasonably good
initial entity distribution, e.g. the CQN-scenario (Sect. 4.4), will benefit less from
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Figure 6.4: Event rates per core with or without the dynamic entity placement
algorithm for the auction with moving consumers.

enabling this algorithm. On the other hand, if such a scenario has a less optimal
entity distribution, enabling the dynamic placement algorithm will correct wrongly
placed entities. The different auction scenario (Sect. 4.2), are examples of such
scenarios. In those cases, the dynamic placement algorithm will effectively move
the external entities to the event core running their associated market entity.

6.6 Conclusion
The mapping of simulation entities to event cores has a significant impact on parallel and distributed simulator performance. Entities have to be distributed evenly
across the available parallel cores, and local to remote messaging ratio should be
maximized. Manually partitioning the entities is a complex and time consuming
task, especially in dynamic simulation scenarios. Therefore, we propose a dynamic
entity placement algorithm that migrates entities during the simulation run, thereby
optimizing the local to remote messaging ratio. The performance results show a
significant increase in event throughput for a scenarios with variable interaction
patterns or a non-optimized initial entity distribution. However, for computationally
intensive scenarios with an already optimized entity distribution, the placement
algorithm is less effective, and results in slightly increased overhead due to the
interaction tracking.
In order to support migration of entities and processes between event cores on
different machines, the inherent technical difficulties have been overcome through
the use of serializable coroutines. The integration of migration is done in a fully
transparent manner. It has no impact on simulation model development, except for
the single requirement that model entities are serializable.

CHAPTER

Conclusions
Computer simulation has become an indispensable tool in multiple research domains for the empirical study of large-scale systems. Researchers turn to simulation
to evaluate new algorithms and techniques, especially during their initial phases of
development. The evaluation of new algorithms on real testbeds is impeded by their
limited flexibility, controllability and availability. In addition, the costs of building
and configuring large-scale testbeds are high. Although simulations often allow for a
more timely delivery of results compared to real-world experimentation, it remains
a challenge to perform simulations of large-scale systems a timely manner, considering the complexity and scale of these systems with a large number of simulated
entities and a high level of detail.
The architectural shift towards multi-core architectures requires simulator software that exploits concurrency to allow full benefit of today’s processor power. On
the other hand, large-scale, complex and highly detailed simulation models drives
the demand for distributed execution. The objective of this thesis is to investigate to
what extent a conservative time synchronization approach for the implementation
of parallel and distributed simulators, tailored to the execution on modern multicore commodity hardware, can result in satisfactory performance while minimizing
the impact on the complexity of simulation model development. In this regard,
the following contributions to the field of computer-based simulation have been
achieved:
• We implemented a parallel and distributed event core for the GES simulator
using conservative time synchronization. Thereby, multiple concurrently
executing event processing cores each run their part of the simulation on one
or more hardware nodes. The GES programming model, using continuationbased processes and backed by aspect oriented programming techniques,
was extended to support parallel and distributed execution. This results in a
minimal impact on simulation model code, as smart proxies, that represent
remote entities, are generated and replaced transparently if required. The
model impact is limited to the instantiation and partitioning of simulation
entities among participating event cores. An object oriented design enables
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further extension of various components such as the time synchronization
protocol implementation. For the distributed execution, a service oriented
architecture is used for convenient deployment.
• The impact of various simulation model parameters on the attainable speedup
is quantified using synthetic benchmarks. We show that high parallel speedup
can be attained with the proposed parallel core implementation, provided
that a number of simulation model parameters reach adequate levels. The
key parameters in this regard are lookahead, event execution time and event
arrival rates.
• Null-message reduction is crucial to the performance of a parallel and distributed simulator under the conservative time synchronization protocol.
Therefore, various traditional conservative time synchronization null-message
reduction techniques that optimize the performance of the conservative time
protocol were evaluated using two different applications: namely, a closed
queuing network and an electronic auction for resources. Although the best
conventional reduction method differs between the scenarios, performance
improvements using these traditional techniques are feasible and significant.
Based on two of these traditional protocol variants, a hybrid protocol was
introduced. The protocol provides good performance for both scenarios and
increased robustness in a wider range of applications, but still requires manual configuration. A self-tuning version of this protocol was introduced to
reduce the user intervention required to reach optimal performance. This
adaptive protocol reaches equal performance compared to the manually optimized protocol configuration, and consequently eliminates the need for
manual protocol configuration while improving robustness against varying
simulation conditions. In addition, other optimizations were added to support
distributed execution in particular, these include redundant null-message filtering, bytecode generated entity proxies and asynchronous communication.
• Furthermore, the attainable parallel speedup, in a purely parallel, distributed
and hybrid event core deployment was evaluated. Depending on scenario
properties, almost linear speedup can be attained in a distributed setting on a
dual quad core CPU cluster. This is due to the available compute power from
the additional cores that can offload communication handling. The settings
with more parallel cores on the same node show a lower maximum attainable
speedup due to hardware limitations (e.g. memory bandwidth saturation and
CPU cache effects). However, the available hardware is used most effectively
when packing multiple event cores per machine.
• In addition, we have shown the feasibility to deploy our parallel and distributed simulator on cloud infrastructure. This enables a performance evaluation of the proposed protocol optimizations in a cloud setting on various
instance types. The results indicate that the proposed hybrid synchronization
protocol shows the highest overall performance. Instead of cluster instance
types, which are specifically tailored to HPC workloads, other high-end instance types also show high performance for our workloads. However, performance variability increases on lower-specced instance types. From a costperspective, high-end instance types running multiple simulation cores are
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the most adequate solution to provide an optimal trade-off between performance and cost.
• The mapping of simulation entities to event cores is an important, performance determining factor. An optimized entity distribution is obtained by
distributing the entity activity evenly among the event cores and maximizing
the local to remote messaging ratio. However, performing this task manually can be problematic, especially in simulation scenarios with dynamic
behaviour. Therefore a dynamic entity placement algorithm was proposed,
performing live migration of simulation entities and processes between event
cores on separate hardware nodes. The algorithm continuously analyses the
interactions between simulation entities to optimize the local to remote messaging ratio. Our algorithm is effective in scenarios with a non-optimal initial
entity distribution and in scenarios with variability in the interaction patterns.
The sole requirement for a simulation model, in order to use migration, is the
support for serializable entities and processes.

CHAPTER

Future Research
This thesis has studied an approach for parallel and distributed simulation under
conservative time synchronization. Although, we evaluated several synchronization
protocol optimizations and proposed a automatic migration algorithm to improve
simulator performance, a list of open research questions and potential future research arises.
• The evaluation of simulators in general, and parallel and distributed simulators in particular is a complex issue. Many researchers have used a variety
of benchmarks to evaluate simulator performance. It is however difficult to
compare the outcome of those studies due to the lack of a detailed scenario
description and differences between simulator concepts. Consequently, it
would be appropriate to develop a set of standardised benchmarks with a
detailed specification of the scenario properties. The benchmark suite should
include scenarios for the evaluation of high-level model behaviour, as well as
low-level event processing. This allows a thorough evaluation of simulation
frameworks from event processing engine up to the application layer.
• This thesis studies parallel and distributed simulation using conservative time
synchronization. Although technically challenging, it would be interesting to
compare our findings with a parallel event core that implements an optimistic
protocol. Through the use of serializable multi-shot coroutines, the possibility
arises to capture a snapshot of the simulation state to support rollback.
• For the dynamic placement algorithm, we believe that further research can
increase the robustness of algorithm. The performance of the algorithm may
be further increased through a better estimation of algorithm thresholds and
sample intervals, depending on static or dynamic simulation model properties.
• The support for migration of entities opens new possibilities to optimize
performance in a distributed setting. An interesting venue of research in this
regard is to automatically configure and dynamically change the number of
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event cores in the simulation to optimally use the available memory, balance
load and optimize the communication to computation ratio based on scenario
properties. As we observed that simulator performance can be limited due
to hardware capabilities, a challenge remains to automatically map entities
to simulator cores in a distributed setting based on low-level JVM behaviour
(e.g. garbage collection, hotspot compilation), operating system properties
(e.g. thread scheduling, network stack) and hardware limitations (e.g. CPU
cache effects, memory bandwidth).

APPENDIX

Samenvatting
Performantie en schaalbaarheid van parallelle en gedistribueerde
discrete-event simulaties met conservatieve tijdsynchronisatie
In veel onderzoeksdomeinen heeft computersimulatie een belangrijke plaats verworven als
hulpmiddel voor empirisch onderzoek van grootschalige systemen. Door de hoge kosten,
de beperkte flexibiliteit, controle en beschikbaarheid van fysieke testinfrastructuur kiezen
onderzoekers voor simulatie om nieuwe algoritmen en technieken te ontwikkelen en te
evalueren. Bovendien laten simulaties toe in vele gevallen veel sneller resultaten te bekomen
dan bij het experimenteren met echte systemen. Het blijft echter een uitdaging complexe,
grootschalige en gedetailleerde simulaties tijdig uit te voeren.
De evolutie in hardware design naar multi-core processor-architecturen vereist de ontwikkeling van simulatiesoftware die parallelle uitvoering ondersteunt om het volledig potentieel
van de huidige hardware nuttig te kunnen gebruiken. Anderzijds wordt de vraag naar een
gedistribueerde uitvoering belangrijker voor het simuleren van grootschalige, gedetailleerde
en daardoor geheugenintensieve simulatiemodellen. Het doel van deze thesis is daarom te
onderzoeken hoe een implementatie van een parallelle en gedistribueerde simulator een
aanvaardbare performantie kan bereiken op hedendaagse multi-core-computersystemen,
waarbij de impact op bestaande simulatiemodellen voor de ontwikkelaar minimaal blijft.
Daartoe worden de hierna genoemde contributies gerealiseerd.
Dit werk beschrijft en evalueert de implementatie van een parallelle en gedistribueerde
discrete-event simulator die conservatieve synchronisatie gebruikt en verder bouwt op bestaande simulatiesoftware. Om daarbij een parallelle uitvoering te realiseren, werken meerdere parallelle simulatie processen, op één of meerdere machines samen door elk een deel van
de simulatie uit te voeren. Daarbij maken deze afzonderlijke simulatieprocessen gebruik van
een synchronisatieprotocol om tot een correcte uitvoering te komen. Naast de evaluatie van
verschillende traditionele synchronisatieprotocollen wordt een hybride synchronisatieprotocol voorgesteld, dat de effecten van verschillende bestaande protocollen kan combineren.
Een adaptieve variant van dat protocol neemt de eis tot een handmatige configuratie weg
voor de ontwikkelaar, wat tot dan toe nodig was om een optimaal performantieniveau te
bereiken.
Vervolgens wordt de impact van een aantal simulatiemodelparameters op de maximaal
haalbare performantiewinst bij parallelle uitvoering opgemeten. Deze studie geeft inzicht in
de mate waarin specifieke eigenschappen van het model, zoals bijvoorbeeld de hoeveelheid
verwerkte gebeurtenissen per seconde of de rekenintensiviteit ervan, een rol spelen in de
efficiëntie van een parallelle simulatie. De resultaten hiervan kunnen gebruikt worden om
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in te schatten of een concrete simulatie snelheidswinst kan opleveren bij een parallelle
uitvoering.
De ondersteuning voor een gedistribueerde uitvoering wordt beoordeeld door middel van
simulaties in een clusteromgeving alsook op een cloudplatform. Daarbij wordt de impact van
de schaal van het simulatiemodel en het aantal gebruikte machines op de uitvoeringsduur
van de simulatie bekeken. Daarenboven wordt ook de effectiviteit geëvalueerd van verschillende verdeelstrategieën voor het combineren van meerdere simulatieprocessen, al dan niet
uitgevoerd op dezelfde machine.
Bij de ontwikkeling van de parallelle en gedistribueerde simulator worden moderne programmeertechnieken, zoals continuaties en Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP), alsook
geavanceerde Java taal-specifieke functionaliteit, zoals het dynamisch genereren en laden
van programmacode, aangewend om een naadloze en transparante ondersteuning voor
bestaande simulatiemodellen te bieden. Door onder meer een op services gebaseerde architectuur, transparante plaatsvervangende proxy-objecten voor simulatie-entiteiten, een
adaptief synchronisatie protocol, te gebruiken, worden de nodige inspanningen voor de
ontwikkelaar om een simulatiemodel gedistribueerd te simuleren beperkt.
De simulator biedt ondersteuning voor het migreren van simulatie-entiteiten tijdens de
simulatie tussen simulator processen op verschillende machines. Daarop steunend wordt een
strategie ontwikkeld en geëvalueerd die entiteiten automatisch verdeelt over de simulatorprocessen aan de hand van de intensiteit van interacties tussen entiteiten. Dat heeft als doel de
communicatiekost tussen entiteiten geassocieerd met verschillende simulatie-eenheden te
beperken en zo de uitvoeringstijd van de simulatie verder te verkorten.

APPENDIX

Parallel and Distributed GES
Monitor Parameters
B.1 Event System Parameters
These are the runtime monitor parameters, available for each event system.

B.1.1 Static Parameters
These are static event system monitor parameters, set at the event system initialization time:
SYS_SIMULATION_ID Simulation experiment unique identifier string, used to distinguish between experiments (e.g. prefix for result and log files) and generated when the experiment is launched using a combination of the experiment
name as defined in the XML-configuration and a timestamp.
SYS_EXPERIMENT Experiment name string as defined in the XML-configuration.
SYS_ID Event System identifier number.
SYS_START_COUNT Number of simulations started using the event system from
the current classloader.
SYS_START_TIME Start time of the Java virtual machine in milliseconds.
SYS_ES_START_TIME Start time of the current event system in milliseconds.
SYS_CORES Total number of event cores in the simulation.
SYS_LOCAL_CORES Number of local (parallel) cores in the current simulation.
SYS_REMOTE_CORES Number of remote cores in the current simulation.
SYS_OS_CPUS Number of CPUs (cores) in the system.
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B.1.2 Dynamic Parameters
These are dynamic event system monitor parameters, updated frequently during
the simulation as triggered by the event system monitor subsystem (by default every
second).
SYS_OS_LOAD Current system load.
SYS_MAX_MEMUSED Maximum used memory in the Java virtual machine.
SYS_MAX_MEMFREE Maximum free memory the JVM.
SYS_MAX_MEMMAX Maximum memory available for the JVM.
SYS_GACOL_TIME Accumulated garbage collection time.
SYS_GACOL_COUNT Accumulated garbage collection count.
SYS_ELAPSED_TIME The elapsed time since the start of the JVM.
SYS_ES_ELAPSED_TIME The elapsed time since the start of the event system.
SYS_RUNTIME Uptime of the JVM.
SYS_CURRENTTIME Current simulation time as a maximum of the virtual times
in the local event cores.
SYS_TOT_CPU_TIME Total amount of CPU time used by the event core threads.
SYS_TOT_USER_TIME Total amount of CPU user time used by the event core
threads.
SYS_TOT_CPU_PERCENT CPU load in percent by the event core threads.
SYS_TOT_USER_PERCENT CPU user load in percent by the event core threads.
SYS_COMPILER_TIME Total amount of hotspot compilation time in the JVM.
SYS_THREAD_COUNT Current amount of threads in use.
SYS_SP_COUNT Amount of safe thread synchronization points reached in the JVM.
1

SYS_SP_SYNCTIME Amount of time to reach safe thread synchronization points
in the JVM. 1
SYS_SP_TIME Duration of the time to reach a safe thread synchronization time,
added by the time spent in the synchronization point itself. 1
SYS_ENTITY_COUNT Current amount of active entities in the simulation.
SYS_PROXY_COUNT Current amount of registered entity proxies in the simulation.
1 This parameter is only available when executing with the Sun or Oracle JDKs as it is part of the sun
proprietary API. These safe-point related statistics can be used to detect memory allocator and garbage
collector bottle-necks.
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B.2 Event Core Parameters
B.2.1 Static Parameters
These are static event core monitor parameters, set at the event core initialization
time:
CORE_ID Globally unique event core identification number.
THREAD_NAME Event core thread name.
THREAD_ID Event core thread id.
CREATE_TIME Event core creation time in milliseconds.
START_TIME Event core start time in milliseconds.
START_TIME_NS Event core start time in nanoseconds (e.g. to use with nanosecond resolution timers)

B.2.2 Dynamic Parameters
These are dynamic event core monitor parameters, updated frequently during the
simulation as triggered by the event system monitor subsystem (by default every
second).
EVENT_SIMPLE_COUNT Number of regular, non-process events executed (e.g.
call-events, resume-events).
EVENT_SUSP_COUNT Number of suspendable process events executed.
EVENT_COUNT Total number of events executed.
EVENT_EXEC_TIME Time used solely for the execution of events.
EVENT_TIME_COUNT Number of TimeEvents, events associated time synchronization protocols.
EVENT_TIME_EXECTIME Time used in the execution of time synchronization by
TimeEvents.
EVENT_NULL_COUNT Number of NullMessageEvents processed.
EVENT_NULL_EXECTIME Accumulated NullMessageEvent execution time.
EVENT_REMOTE_COUNT Number of remote events, events originating from another event core.
EVENT_REMOTE_EXECTIME Amount of time used to execute remote events.
EVENT_QUEUE_SIZE Current event queue size.
MAX_EVENT_QUEUE_SIZE Maximum event queue size since the start of the event
core.
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AVG_EVENT_QUEUE_SIZE Average event queue size since the start of the event
core.
ENTITY_COUNT Number of active entities associated with this event core.
PROCESS_COUNT Number of active processed associated with this event core.
UPDATE_STATS_TIME Execution time used for update these event core statistics.
UPDATE_STATS_COUNT Number of event core statistic updates.
AVG_EVENTRATE_VTIME The event rate in virtual time, number of events processed per virtual time unit (events/tick).
AVG_EVENTRATE_TIME The real-time event rate, number of events processed per
millisecond (events/ms).
AVG_VTIMERATE_TIME The virtual time rate, number of virtual time ticks per
second (tick/second).
CURRENT_STATE Event core state (Sect. 3.2.1)
SIMULATION_VTIME Event core virtual time.
REQUESTED_VTIME Next scheduled event virtual time.
ALLOWED_VTIME Allowed time, the event core can advance to, a.k.a. lower bound
time stamp (LBTS)
ELAPSED_TIME Elapased time since the start of the event core.
THREAD_WAIT_TIME Approximate accumulated elapsed time the event core thread
is in a wait state, waiting to be notified.
THREAD_WAIT_COUNT Number of times the event core thread is in a wait state,
waiting to be notified.
THREAD_BLOCK_TIME Approximate accumulated elapsed time the event core
thread has blocked to enter or re-enter a monitor.
THREAD_BLOCK_COUNT Number of times the event core thread has blocked to
enter or re-enter a monitor.
THREAD_CPU_TIME Event core thread CPU time.
THREAD_USER_TIME Event core thread CPU time in user mode.
THREAD_ELAPSED_TIME Elapsed time since the start of the event core thread.
THREAD_CPU_PERCENT Average Load of the event core thread in percent.
THREAD_USER_PERCENT Average User mode load of the event core thread in
percent.
THREAD_LOAD Load of the event core thread in percent, in the time interval since
the previous update.
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COMM_SENT_COUNT Number of event sent to another event core.
COMM_SENT_TIME CPU time used to sent remote events to another event core.
COMM_RECEIVED_COUNT Number of events received from another event core.
COMM_RECEIVED_TIME time used to receive remote events from another event
core.
COMM_SENT_NULL_COUNT Number of NullMessageEvents sent to another event
core.
COMM_SENT_TIME_COUNT Number of TimeEvents sent to another event core.
COMM_OUT_FILTER_COUNT Number of outgoing redundant NullMessageEvent
that were filtered.
COMM_IN_FILTER_COUNT Number of incoming redundant NullMessageEvent
that were filtered.
COMM_OUT_USEFULL_COUNT Number of outgoing events, excluding control
events and time synchronization events.
COMM_SENT_COUNT_MAP Map of the number of events sent to each connected
remote event core.
COMM_RECEIVED_COUNT_MAP Map of the number of events received from
each connected remote event core.
COMM_IN_QUEUE_COUNT_MAP Map of the number of events waiting in the
receive queue of each incoming communication channel.
COMM_OUT_QUEUE_COUNT_MAP Map of the number of events waiting in the
send queue of each outgoing communication channel.
COMM_IN_PROCESS_RATE_MAP Map of the transport rate for each incoming
communication channel.
COMM_OUT_PROCESS_RATE_MAP Map of the transport rate for each outgoing
communication channel.
COMM_IN_QUEUE_RATE_MAP Map of the queue rate for each incoming communication channel.
COMM_OUT_QUEUE_RATE_MAP Map of the queue rate for each outgoing communication channel.
COMM_IN_FILTER_COUNT_MAP Map of the number of filtered events per incoming communication channel.
COMM_OUT_FILTER_COUNT_MAP Map of the number of filtered events per outgoing communication channel.
COMM_OUT_USEFULL_COUNT_MAP Map of the amount of outgoing events, excluding control events and time synchronization events.
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MIGR_COUNT Number of synchonized migration phases.
MIGR_EXT_ENTITIES Number of external entities in the migration interaction
graph.
MIGR_LOCAL_ENTITIES Number of local entities in the migration interaction
graph.
INIT_COUNT, STARTUP_COUNT, TRY_EVENT_COUNT, PROCESS_EVENT_COUNT,
PAUSE_COUNT, IDLE_COUNT, QUEUE_EMPTY_COUNT, WAITING_FOR_ADVANCE_COUNT,
FINISHED_COUNT Distribution count of the event core states or the number of
times the event core enters each state.
ALL_COUNT

Total amount of event core state switches.

INIT_TIME, STARTUP_TIME, TRY_EVENT_TIME, PROCESS_EVENT_TIME, PAUSE_TIME,
IDLE_TIME, QUEUE_EMPTY_TIME, WAITING_FOR_ADVANCE_TIME, FINISHED_TIME
Distribution in measured time of the event core states or the amount of time the
event core spends in each state.
ALL_TIME
DATA

Accumulated duration of the measured time in each state.

Used for customized temporary statistics during development.
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